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^ b s i t r a r t
The objective of this project was to investigate the chromatin structure of the 
m utant Chinese ham ster ovary cell line, xrs, the project consisted of two pa its  by: a 
radiobiological study, and a protein chemistry study and to specifically ask, 
whether or not the increased susceptibility of the x family of m utants compared 
to wt could be attributed to modifications to structui'e of chromatin or are the 
modifications a pleiotropic effect of the m utated gene.
The radiobiological study used the change in DNA radiosensitivity with 
progressive removal of DNA bound proteins as a probe to investigate the chromatin 
conformation of CHO KI and xrs . The DNA alkaline unwinding assay, showed th a t 
there was a difference in sensitivity to ionising radiation (IR)-induced damage 
between xrs-5 and CHO KI after treatm ent with various concentrations of salt 
(0.25-0.75 M NaCl) and y-rays (0.25-0.75 Gy), 0.75M NaCl and 0.75 Gy gave 
maximal effects. The sensitivity difference between m utant and wt was less 
obvious with NaCl treatm ent at 0.75 Gy y-irradiation but nonetheless apparent. 
This radiosensitivity could be attributed to structural modifications in the m utant 
cell lines. These structural modifications are represented graphically in two 
algebraic forms i.e. a quadratic (y=mx^) and a quartic sine (y= ax^ + bx^ + cx^ + dx+ 
C) in CHO KI and xrs-5 respectively. The decrease in unwinding in hypertonic 
solutions was thought to be attributable to either ongoing fast ssb repair, a faster 
unwinding population , or, loss of DNA supercoiling due to high salt and 
irradiation, or negative interaction between one unwound DNA population and a 
adjacent break points leading to saturation. Partial reversion of xrs-5 did not alter 
the unwinding profile markedly. As deduced from the observation th a t despite the 
partial reversion the m utant was consistently more susceptible to IR-induced DNA 
damage compared to wt. The difference in DNA radiosensitivity in this assay of 
m utant compared to w t may not nesscarily reflect the radiosensitivity of the xrs 
cells.
The protein chemistry study showed th a t there was a difference observed 
between protein extracts of m utant xrs-6 and wt, with respect to histone-related 
proteins. Specifically, a species of 31 kDa was detectable in  extracts of wt but not 
xrs-6 m utant cells. The possible identity of this polypeptide and the rôle of 
candidate proteins in chromatin structure and radiosensitivity is discussed.
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This dissertation represents a study of the structm^e of chromatin in Chinese 
ham ster ovary cell lines. These cell lines were derived from a parental line, CHO 
KI, and the daughter cell lines, xrs, were either proficient (CHO KI) or deficient 
(xrs) in DNA double-strand break repair and V(D)J recombination (1,2,3,4). These 
cell lines have different responses to ionising radiations (5,6,7,8). The aim of the 
project was to quantify the response of the CHO KI and xrs cell Unes to ionising 
radiation-induced damage and to attem pt to correlate the response with changes in 
chromatin structui'e.
This chapter is divided into five sections:
(i). Chromatin Structure.
(ii). Chinese H am ster Ovary Cell Lines.
(iii). DNA Unwinding and the modified Ahnstrom & Erixxon Assay.
(iv). Micronucleus Assay.
(v). Chromatin Conformational Proteins.
(vi). Experimental Objectives.
( i)  CHROMATIN STRUCTURE
The cell's growth and differentition processes lead to changes in the 
chromatin conformation. The eukaryotic DNA is packaged with scaffolding proteins 
to form a chromosome and hence the total genetic information is termed the 
genome. Chromosome confoimiation is a very good compromise between compaction 
and accessibility. The precise nature of chromosomal compaction has implications 
on the m utability and reparability of the structure. The reparability of the 
structure reflects genomic stability in th a t m isrepair or defective repair gives rise 
to chromosome aberrations or chromosome loss (9).
The haploid hum an genome contains 3 xlO® bp DNA organised as 46 
chi'omosomes (22 pairs of autosomes and 2 sex chromosomes), thus 24 different 
DNA molecules each containing from 50 x 10® to 250 x 10® bp. When uncoiled the 
DNA is 21.7 to 8.5 cm long. In  diploid organisms, there are two copies of each 
chi'omosome, one m aternal and one paternal except for the sex chromosomes where 
the gamete receives an Y chromosome from the father and an X from the mother.
The DNA of all chromosomes is packaged into a compact structure with the 
aid of specialised proteins, the histones and non-histonal proteins together these 
proteins and DNA form chromatin (Fig.l). Histones associate with DNA to form 
nucleosomes. Nucleosomes are usually packed together by linker histones (histone 
H I) to form regular higher-order structures. Histones rarely dissociate from the 
DNA and they influence accessibility to the chromosome. In the nucleosome 146 bp 
DNA is wrapped in  2 turns around a core particle of eight histones, the histone 
octamer. The positioning of the nucleosomes on the DNA is dynamic and depends 
on two influences; the propensity of the DNA to form tight loop a t A-T rich sites, 
and, by the presence of other DNA bound proteins e.g. Topoisomerase II.
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Figure 1 shows a diagram of the currently accepted model for the higher 
order packaging of a metaphase chromosome in  which one arm  (q) has been 
magnified to show a looped region arranged radially around a scaffold core and 
magnification of the loop domain shows one chromatin loop attached to the nuclear 
lam ina by a m atrix attachm ent complex. The m atiix  is organised into a series of 
loop domains with specific sites for DNA replication/repair and transcription. Each 
DNA molecule forming a linear chromosome m ust contain a centromere, two 
telomeres and m any replication origins. In  m etaphase the chromosomes become 
visible under the light microscope and the centromere can clearly be seen as the 
two arms of the chromatids extend in preparation for mitosis. In Fig .l the 
telomeres are indicated, under light microscopy these structures are only made 
visible using Floui'esence In  Situ  Hybridisation (FISH) with fluorescent-tagged 
telomeric probes. Electron microscopy (EM) of one arm shows the chromatid 
arranged as a concentric ring of radial loops around a central bilipid m atrix 
(scaffold) membrane. Each loop is anchored to the nuclear matrix. The nucleai’ 
m atrix contains the residual components of the pore-complex, lamins, the nucleolus 
and the intranuclear fibres th a t form the nucleus. Approximately 10% of the total 
nuclear protein Is the nuclear matrix. Evidence for this radial loop model, shown in 
F ig.l, as proposed by Gasser & Laemmli (1986) (10) is given in  the paper by F ienta 
& Coffey (1984) (11) and supporting evidence provided by the papers of Jackson & 
Cook (12,13,14). Alternative models are discussed by Wolfife (1995) (14) and briefly 
discussed later in this section.
Figure 2 shows the high degree of compaction necessary to form an arm  of a 
eukaryotic chromosome. As can be seen from Fig.2, packaging of the naked DNA (2 
nm) depends upon interaction with specialised proteins, histones and non-histonal 
chromosomal proteins. Compaction of the nucleosomal arrays can be mediated by 
variation in the concentration of mono- and divalent cations in the cytosol (10,11). 
Consequently 6 nucleosomes form the 10 nm ‘beads on a string’ model in  the 
presence of low salt (0.2 mM EDTA, ImM diethanolamine chloride). At moderate 
strength salt (0.2 mM EDTA, 5mM diethanolamine chloride) chromatin compacts 
to form a flat wide ribbon of 25 nm width. At physiological ionic strength (100 mM 
NaCl) chromatin condenses to form an irregular rod of 30 nm in diameter, which is 
the form found in the eukaiyotic nucleus. The six nucleosomes are positioned at 
each tu rn  of the linker DNA and each tu rn  is pitched a t 11 nm; thus each 
nucleosome is 11 nm wide. Fifty turns form the radial loop (10). Eighteen loops per 
tu rn  form the miniband, and approximately 106 minibands are stacked around the 
central axis to form the chromatid. One loop is 0.25 jim  in length and the width of 
the one miniband is 0.84 jim  (11).
The linker histone (Histone H I) may align down the longitudinal axis of the 
30 nm solenoid/filament or preferentially bind to one end of the nucleosome. The 
resultant assymmetry gives directionality to the fibre axis, which might propagate
16
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Figure 1:
Higher order chromosome organisation as represented hy the radial loop model of Gasser and Laemmli (1986) (10).
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Figure 2;
The compaction of eukaryotic chi omatin as DNA supercoiled loops, and the 
formation of a radial loop structure (Pienta & Coffey 1984 (11)).
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over a large region of the chromatin (>1 kb), and polarity to the linker histone. This 
provides constraints upon the folding capacity of the nucleosomal array  providing 
considerable specificity to the interaction between linker histone and linker DNA. 
As the linker histone:DNA interaction determines the degree of charge shielding 
along the phosphodiester backbone, only 60 000 nucleotide pairs can be compacted 
into a 10 pm  nucleus. This was the minimal number of nucleotide pairs th a t can be 
compacted as the charge shielding is a function of the net charge neutralisation 
provided by the basic amino acids of the scaffolding proteins (histones and HMG 
1/2).
Other chromatin conformations are possible; one possible conformation 
detected, (in EM studies of native chromatin a t physiological ionic strengths), is 
bead-like discontinuities or globular nucleosome clusters termed ‘superbeads’ (16). 
These superbeads can contain between 8 and 48 nucleosomes. The presence of 
superbeads show th a t the chiom atin structure does not adopt a single fixed form 
and th a t this fluidity indicates th a t the structure is dynamic.
Alternative helical conformations to the solenoid model are possible: the 
condensed zig-zag ribbon of two parallel rows of nucleosomes mediated by linker 
histones and coiling of this ribbon forms the 30 nm fibre (17 & 18). Cryo-electron 
microscopy has shown a chromatin fibre which follows an irregular path  with 
smoothly bent regions interspersed with sharp bends forming a fibre th a t is a 2 
nucleosome wide ribbon th a t zig-zags with little face-to-face contact and an acute 
linker DNA.
Another model, ‘coiled linker’, assumes th a t the linker DNA are not limited 
to the central axis of the 30 nm fibre but follow the orientation of the nucleosome 
chain, and thus the linker DNA lies between adjacent nucleosomes then  the linker 
histones binds on the coiled DNA of the core particle. The linker DNA thus binds to 
the bound linker histone forming the chromatosome (19).
An alternative model to the radial loop is one whereby the 30 nm fibre is 
compacted to form a multiple helical folded condensed 250 nm fibre (20). Instead of 
a radial loop conformation arranged as a stacked miniband around a central 
scaffold a more haphazard arrangem ent of local looping of 50-100 kb forming 
hierarchical folded domains of 50 to 200 nm is favoured, and, these loops are 
thought to assemble and disassemble during mitosis.
(ii) CHINESE HAMSTER OVARY CELL LINES
The ham ster cell lines are a good model for examining DSB repair not only 
as they are easy to culture and good hosts for exogenously transfected DNA, but 
especially because there are m utants {xrs) with defective components of the DNA 
repair pathways, e.g.. Ku 80 and,DNA-PK (p350), which has been demonstrated to 
be defective in  Severe Combined Immune Deficient (SCID) cells (21).
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The xrs family cell lines were derived from the wild type (wt) parent, CHO 
KI and were first isolated by the ‘toothpick’ method (5). The family members are 
characterised into six cross-complementation groups according to the positional 
m utation in the expression of the Xrs protein and their sensitivity to DNA 
damaging agents: X-ray; Bleomycin (a radiomimetic i.e.single-(ssb) and double- 
strand (dsb) break agent); UltraViolet (UV); Methyl m ethanesulphonate (MMS,a 
ssb agent); N-Methyl-N’-nitro-n-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG); and, EMS (6). The 
cross-sensitivity to the radiomimetic Bleomycin would indicate th a t chromosome 
aberrations occured a t first mitosis a t Gq/Gi similiar to th a t detected after 
iiTadiation. These aberrations are:- dicentric/acentric fragments, reciprocal 
translocation, in terstitial deletion, and, term inal deletion (22).
Repair kinetic studies (Jeggo 1990, Collins 1993) had shown th a t the six 
m utants had a decreased ability to repair double-strand breaks (dsb) and dsb 
rejoining followed biphasic kinetics i.e. it  has a fast and a slow component. As the 
m utants showed no variation in the initial rejoining ra te  i.e.a loss of the biphasic 
nature; therefore the defect was expressed differently, either as an absence of one 
rejoining enzyme or rejoining m ight occur by a separate pathway, to the wild type. 
As these m utants showed a DSB rejoining defect similar to the yeast me/52 m utant 
(which was defective in  X-ray induced recombinational repair) the defect is likely to 
lie w ithin the m utants’ Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) pathway. Following 
irradiation a t 0.95 Gy there was more chromatid gaps and breaks in  the xrs family 
than in the CHO KI parent which would indicate th a t xmrepaired DSB can lead to 
a chromatid gap or break in  these m utants (8). The prim ary defect in  xrs cells is a 
biochemical change in the mechanism of DNA repair (1,2,3). Cytogenetic studies on 
xî's found th a t the number of unrepaired double-strand breaks (at t=20 mins) in 
these m utants was greater than  the parent cells and correlated with an increase in 
chromosome breaks. Therefore there were a t least two pathways to process dsbs, 
one requiring the xrs gene product and a second leading to the formation of 
chromosome exchanges. Thus unrepaired dsbs might appear as chromosome or 
chromatid breaks a t mitosis, and any unrejoined dsbs induced in G2 would either 
appear as breaks or interact w ith other dsbs to produce chromatid exchange 
aberrations (22). The m utation in the xrs family can be reverted by 5-azacytidine 
and thus the defective repair autosomal gene was determined to be a single copy 
Cytosine-methylated and unexpressed gene (23). Transfection studies have shown 
th a t the defect was transient (24) i.e. the deficiency was reversible and could be 
corrected by cross -complementation in  cultui'e or correctable by transfection with 
the gene for Ku antigen(24).
The xrs family have been physically mapped to the hum an gene XRCC5 
situated on chromosome 2q33-35, encoding a DNA end-binding protein Ku80 (2). 
These cells are deficient in DNA dependent Ku-mediated double-strand break 
repair and V(D)J recombination (3). V(D)J recombination is a site-specific gene 
rarrangem ent process used by developing vertebrate B and T cells to produce
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alternative immunoglobulin and T-cell receptors (TCR). In this process varible (V), 
diversity (D) and joining (J) subexonic gene segments are combined after initial 
blunt-ended DNA double-strand breakage a t recombination signal sequences (RSS) 
flanking the V,D and J  segments by recombination activating gene (RAG) products, 
RAGl and RAG2. The diversity of TCR is provided by the shufflmg of the V and D 
segments and J  segment combines a t RSS blunt-ends to form the coding ends. 
Functionality is restored by DSB-dependent DNA ligase repair joining the coding 
ends to the constant domain. The DSB processing in V(D)J recombination is 
thought to involve Ku70 and repair of DSB involves Ku70 linked with Ku 80 in a 
protein kinase (p350) complex. The xrs family have a cross-sensitivity to 
topoisomerase II inhibitors e.g. etoposide (VP16) which m ight indicate DNA 
supercoiling alterations in the m utan t cell lines (25). This antitum our drug (VP16) 
stabilises topoisomerase II in the DNA bound state after the enzyme has induced 
dsb’s and as such could be classed as dsb radiomimetic (26). Thus inability to 
repair dsbs would make xrs m utants sensitive to VP16, and as one rôle of 
topoisomerase II is the regulation of chromosome condensation and condensation is 
effected by changes in supercoiling therefore treatm ent with VP 16 could lead to 
over-condensation (25).
Family member xrs-5 has been found to have chromatin structural abnormalities 
(27) and higher rates of radiation-induced, unrepaired dsb than  the wt pai ent (28). 
Xrs-6 has been shown to have elevated sister chromatid exchange’s after X- 
irradiation (an index of chromosome instability or mutability) (29). Recently Ku80 
Imockout mice have been bred showing both whole animal and cellular phenotypic 
differences to wild type mice. The most notable observation was th a t the 
homozygous mice were 40-60% smaller than  their normal litterm ates, and the 
characteristic xrs radiosensitivity, dsb and V(D)J rejoining deficiencies of murine 
cells cultured from these mice. Thus Ku80 might have a rôle in growth regulation 
(30) and absence of Ku80 might have a rôle in  radiosensitivity.
(iii) DNA UNWINDING AND THE MODIFIED AHNSTROM & ERIXXON 
ASSAY
I n  this section the theory behind the development of the DNA unwinding 
assay is discussed and the notion is developed of the DNA loops or the anchoring 
complex as one locus for ionising radiation-induced DNA damage.
The format for this section is to review the literature pertaining to DNA unwinding 
and to describe the DNA unwinding assay. This assay would provide the prima 
facie evidence for the differences in chromatin structure of the x?'s family having a 
rôle in their radiosensitivity.
Acceptance of the loop model e.g. the radial loop model (10) implies 
acquiescence to the further DNA compaction by supercoiling, and quantitative 
methods are available to investigate, this higher order packaging and to measure
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the repense of these DNA loops to clastogenic agents (Instigators of chromosome 
breakage) such as ionising radiation.
Looping of solenoidal chromatin into domains of 60 000 bp periodicity 
(average loop size) increases compaction by a factor of 680. The final 10-20 kb can 
be partly  achieved by DNA supercoiling. Supercoils allow for the generation of local 
regions or domains which are self-regulating i.e. small regions of DNA can be 
‘melted’ or unwound for replication/repair and larger global domains can be opened 
for transcription. The local regulator of these supercoils can be assumed to be DNA 
topoisomerase I and II (31, 32). The nuclear m atrix has been implicated in the 
spatial control of replication, gene transcription and DNA damage repair. Thus the 
interaction (attachment) between the supercoils and the nuclear m atrix m ay be 
im portant in the response of chromatin to ionising radiation-induced DNA damage 
(33).
The interface between DNA loop domains and the nuclear m atrix are 
mediated by nucleoprotein interactions, and these mediators allow maintenace of 
contiguous regions with different superhelical densities. The degree of supercoiling 
within a segment profoundly affects gene transcription, thus any gene bracketed 
between two intact m atrix attachm ent regions would be protected from position 
effects and be a independent, fully functional unit. The attachm ent points are non- 
random, providing spatial and temporal specificity for nucleic acid metabolism at 
the m atrix (31,34,35). Tight attachm ent points provide structural stability and loci 
for segregation of daughter chromatids a t mitosis. Looser attachm ent points allow 
for transcriptional and replicational loci.
The nuclear m atrix can be cross-linked to the DNA by the nuclear lamina 
via the action of c/s-platinium. (37) Thus infering th a t there is a close apposition of 
DNA to the nuclear lamina. Ionising radiation will cross-link the nuclear m atrix 
proteins to transcriptionally-active genes and these proteins can be found 
associated with replication forks.
Many genes have adjacent m atrix  attachm ent region (MAR) in their 
upstream  noncoding sequences. These MARs show considerable sequence homology 
across species and contain multiple copies of the DNA topoisomerase II consensus 
sequence. MAR binding proteins are tissue specific controlling gene transcription 
via topological modifications upregulating activation, replication and repair (31).
Numerous quantitative methods are available to measure the response of y- 
irradiation on DNA loop superhelicity and or loopmucleai' m atrix interactions. Five 
techniques commonly used by radiobiologists are:
(a) Sedimentation;
(b) Fluorescent halo method;
(c) Comet assay;
(d) FACS/FCM;
(e) DNA Unwinding;
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For the purposes of this radiobiological study, method (e) was used. Prim a 
facie evidence for DNA loop differences in the xrs family was shown by family 
member xrs-5 (Yasui et al 1991), and the sensitive DNA unwinding assay of 
Ahnstrom & Erixon 1981 was thought to provide a good baseline for further study. 
The evidence obtained by the unwinding assay for xrs-5 having a different 
chromosome condensation from the wild type CHO KI cell line would be supported 
by the data  from the micronucleus assay. Additionally the micronucleus assay 
would give an indication as to the biochemical state of the cell line i.e. if there is a 
reversion of the m utant cell line to the radioresistant wt parent, CHO KI ?
In  summary, nucleoid DNA has been shown to be supercoiled and thus 
torsionally constrained. As ethidium bromide binds to supercoiled DNA avidly, and 
it’s fluorescence has been observed outside of the nuclear envelope, then the DNA 
m ust form loop domains which contact the nuclear periphery. The fluorescent halo 
dynamics show th a t unscissioned DNA has a biphasic chai acter i.e. the supercoils 
flip from negative superhelical tu rns to positive superhelical turns, moving from a 
tightly condensed, closed circle configuration to an open, ‘nicked’ form. The ‘nicked’ 
form is the characteristic form taken by irradiated chromatin. The ‘nicked’ form is 
classically refered to as the unwound state of form or decondensed form (Cook & 
Brazell 1975 (36)).
As the loops are a t the nuclear periphery and interact strongly with the 
nuclear m atrix then radioresponses of the loops are further compounded by nuclear 
m atrix responses to the ionised particle (OH radical). Hence strand break lesions 
are one type of radiation-induced damage, another type of DNA damage is DNA- 
DNA, and, DNA-protein cross-links (Oleinick & Chiu 1994 (37)).
Ahnstrom & Erixxon (1981) developed a method for exploiting the 
unwinding property of DNA under weak alkaline (+ low salt) conditions and 
unwinding initiation at radiation-induced single strand breaks, to measure strand 
breakage (38). Ljungman modified the Ahnstrom unwinding method using the 
effect of histone depletion a t high salt (NaCl) concentrations to quantify DNA 
cross-links in  conjunction with the formation of different chromatin substrates (in 
cellular, nuclear and nucleoid monolayers preparations) (39). Ljungman et at 
(1991) (40) and Nygi en et al (1995) (41) found th a t a major radioprotectant was the 
DNA-bound protein, with a minor contribution from soluble intracellular 
scavengers. Nygren e ta l (1995) postulated th a t double-strand breaks (dsbs) were 
caused by multiple-hit ionisation clusters close to the DNA, and the main 
radioprotective mechanisms was the physical barrier proffered by the large DNA- 
bound protein aggregate plus minimal intra-protein water for generation of 
hydroxyl radicals. This finding was consistent with the hypothesis for dsb 
generation postulated by Goodhead (1994) (42).
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A number of algebriac expressions have been derived from Ahnstrom & 
Erixxon (1981) and Ljimgman (1991) studies which aids the interpretation of 
superhelical DNA response to ionising radiation. In this study only the Ljungman 
(1991) strand breakage expression was used:
Ess = dpm ssDNA / (dpm ssDNA + dpm dsDNA) (1)
Where Ess is h  action of single stranded DNA. To determine the pattern  of change 
in DNA damage at various NaCl concentrations for each cell line the relative slope 
was determined:
Relative slope= Ess (test) / maximal Ess (2)
Eor comparative analysis the ratio of the relative DNA sensitivity of xrs-5 to CHO 
KI was determined using the following expression:
Ratio of relative DNA sensitivity= rel.slope (xrs~5) /  rel.slope (CHO KI) (3) 
If there is no difference between xrs-5 and CHO KI then the ratio of the relative 
DNA sensitivity would be equal to 1.0 and a plot of the ratio of relative DNA 
sensitivities would give a curve of the form y= mx^.
These expressions are used in  th is study to investigate (a)the nature of DNA 
binding protein interactions with the superhelical loops and thus determine if 
there is a difference in  the binding between CHO KI and xrs-5, and (b) whether or 
not any difference can be attributed to chromatin structui’e, and thus could account 
in part for the m utant’s radiosensitivity.
(iv ) MICRONUCLEUS ASSAY
This section describes the cytoldnesis block micronucleus assay developed by 
Eenech and Morley (1985) (43). Under a light microscope the micronucleus could be 
observed as small (2^m in diameter) membrane bound nuclear m aterial arrayed at 
the nuclear periphery.
Micronuclei are formed from acentric chromosome fragments or whole 
chi-omosomes th a t have not been incorporated in the main nuclei a t  cell division. 
Enumeration of micronuclei in  mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes provides a simpler 
and statistically more precise method than  karyotypic analysis for quantitation of 
chromosome damage. This was a more precise method because it was easier to 
score whole micronuclei than  to count silver halide grains in an autoradiogram and 
presumably one micronucleus was formed per lesion per dose of mitogen added. By 
necessity the cell has to undergo one mitotic division in order for a micronucleus to 
be expressed. The number of micronuclei scored in  a given number of lymphocytes 
depends upon:
(a) the proportion of cells th a t have responded to the mitogen;
(b) the proportion of stimulated cells th a t have divided, and;
(c) the fate of micronuclei in cells which have divided more than  once.
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These three factors can vary between individual and within individual patients 
thus conventional micronucleus assays are imprecise. As a result the cells which 
have undergone one division, and the micronuclei within them, could not be 
differentiated from the total population of cells (lymphocytes). To overcome these 
limitations, Fenech & Morley (1985) developed two methods to identify cells which 
have undergone the first mitosis: autoradiographic and cytokinesis block.
The autoradiographic method was flawed as the radiolabel alone generated 
micronuclei. In the cytokinesis block (Cyt-B) method only Chinese Ham ster Ovary 
cells blocked with a certain concentration cytochalasin B (3.0 jig/m\) produced 
micronuclei. These were easy to identify owing to their binucleate appearance, and 
a large num ber of binucleates could be produced optimally when cells are treated  
with 3.0 jKg/ml cytochalasin B after 44h culturing and scored after 72h for 
micronclei. Unlike the autoradiographic method cytochalasin B did not produce 
micronuclei, and, the method was simple to perform and reliable. The authors 
found th a t there was a linear relationship between irradiation dose and number of 
micronuclei. Normal lymphocytes in the presence of Cytochalasin B have been 
shown to produce polyploid m etaphase chromosomes and no chromosomal 
aberrations, but neoplastic cells have shown to have more chromosomal 
abnormalities such as persistent nuclear division and chromosomal pulverisation. 
A few micronuclei have been observed in mononuclear interphase cells, suggesting 
th a t the drug was biased towards certain cell populations which tended to form 
micronuclei easily, but they found no evidence for this suggestion instead they 
accounted for this latter observation as due to either some cells dividing pre­
blockage or cells escaping blockage.
This assay was used in this study to establish the radiosensitivity of the 
Chinese ham ster cell lines, specifically to assay damage in term s of numbers of 
micronuclei formed, and to ensure th a t the xrs had not spontaneously reverted to 
the radioresistant wild type CHO KI form. The m utant cell lines {xrs) would be 
expected to express more micronuclei linearly with dose of ionising radiation (IR) 
(Y-ISTCs) than  the parental cells. The cytokinesis block micronucleus assay; degree 
of sensitivity, ease of use, reproducibility, and applicability to cancer risk 
assessment, has been reviewed by Tucker and Preston (1996). They had found th a t 
the technique was reasonably easy to apply but caution is required in data 
interpretation as there are m any mechanism of micronuclei formation depending 
upon the clastogenic agent and as a further caveat symmetrical chromosome 
alterations e.g. reciprocal translocations can not be detected by this method (44).
(v ) CHROMATIN CONFORMATIONAL PROTEINS
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This section is concerned with the structural proteins which function to 
package the chromatin into higher order structures such as the 30 nm fibre and the 
supercoiled DNA loops, and, which anchor, these loops to the nuclear matrix. The 
format for this section is to describe the two major protein groups involved and to 
discuss their possible rôle in the phenomena of radiosensitivity as mediators of the 
conversion of DNA double-strand breaks into chromatid and chromosome 
aberrations.
Conformational proteins in chromatin can be grouped into two types 
according to amino acid sequence and charge (45):
(A) Histones.
(B) Non-Histonal Proteins (NHP).
(A) Histones
There are five classes of histones in eukaryotic cells: H I, H2A, H2B, H3 and 
H4. The structure of these histones vary from a random coil form to a globular 
structure. Their sequences are asymmetric with basic and/or acidic variable 
term inal regions, and apolar and constant central domains. These constant 
domains range from highly conserved in H3 and H4 to less conserved in H I. 
Histones H3 & H4 cross-link to form a tetram er, and H2A and H2B to form a 
dimer.The tetram eric histones cross-link with the dimeric histones to form the core 
wedge' particle and histone H I binds forming a ‘winged helixf domain to 
stabilise the nucleosome. The post-translational chemical modifications in these 
histones serve to silence gene activity (acétylation) or to activate regulatory genes 
(phosphorylation). Major interactions between histones and DNA occur through the 
binding of the positively charged side chains and the negatively charged phosphate 
groups in the duplex minor groove. The histone residues (glutamate or aspartate) 
may be loci for the binding of the highly acidic residues of the non-histonal 
chromosomal proteins (NHP) (45). The aromatic rings, tyrosine and phenylalanine 
have the capacity to interact with the DNA bases or to intercalate between 
adjacent bases (46).
Stabilisation of the histones w ith respect to the DNA requires some degree of 
chemical modification. These modifications can take the form of méthylation, 
acétylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination. (46,47).
Histone phosphorylation is a  major reversible modification which converts 
seryl- and threononyl- residues from neutral to negatively charged residues.
Histone H I is the most extensively phosphorylated of the five histones, and three 
forms of phosphorylation have been classified:
(1) cAMPlysation of seryl 37 affecting adjacent regions only;
(2) in vitro phosphorylation of seryl 105 by histone kinase2;
(3) global phosphorylation of H I seryl and threononyl residues thi'ough the cell 
cycle, and growth associated phosphorylation.
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The reduction in the net positive charge are thought to modulate the 
conformational transitions required for DNA processing and chi omosome 
condensation. All these histones can be visualised as bands on an acid:urea:Triton 
PAGE gel (48).
(B) Non-histonal proteins
Non-histonal Proteins (NHP) have been called acidic proteins to distinguish 
them from the basic histones. The NHP include enzymes required for DNA 
replication, and histone modification e.g. histone kinases and ‘housekeeping’ 
enzymes. Other NHP include the ‘scaffold’ proteins e.g. lamins A, B, and C and 
DNA topoisomerase II, th a t determine the shape and organisation of the 
m etaphase/interphase chromosome. Another group of NHP are the high 
electrophoretic mobility group proteins (HMG) (49). Structural intergrity and 
intranucleosome metabohc activity is m aintained by the NHP molecules. The 
former function is represented by the presence of scaffold proteins, HMG proteins 
and DNA topoisomerases (I and II), and the la tte r activity is represented by the 
‘housekeeping’ enzymes. The HMG proteins in particular HMG14 and 17 have a 
high affinity for nucleosomal DNA and m ay influence chromatin folding and 
thereby indirectly increase access of regulatory proteins to RNA polymerase. 
HMG14 and 17 m ay act as unwinding enzymes opening up the duplex to RNA 
polymerase activity. HM Gl and 2 m ay be structural mediators in nucleosome 
assembly by local destabilisation in  competition with histones H2A/H2B (45,49). 
These proteins may substitute for linker histones, and have also been implicated in 
the mediation of transcription and/or components of nucleoprotein structures. The 
asymmetric distribution of basic and acidic groups prevalent in  the histonal 
proteins is a prominent feature of HMG proteins, which implicates a close 
interaction between these proteins and thus emphasises their m utual rôle in DNA 
loop assembly and interaction with the nuclear matrix.
A fourth NHP is Ubiquitin which has been shown to be associated with the 
histones, especially histone H2 in the form of protein A24; and it is speculated th a t 
ubiquitin is associated with active chromatin, and A24 with ‘silenced’ chromatin. 
Ubiquitin is a globular protein with a high number of apolar residues, is 
universally distributed in  cells, stable, and its sequence is highly conserved.
A fifth NHP is chromatin assembly factor I (CAFI) is required for nucleotide 
excision repair in Xenopus egg extracts after UV-irradiation (50). hCAFI may be 
acting during or immediately after repair to efficiently restore the nucleosomes 
which may free the repair mechanism from the reassembled chromatin fibre: 
hCAFl m ay interact with the histones by recognition of nascent histone H4, 
possibly by transient modifications of the histones; and, by interacting with the 
replication machinery.(50).
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A sixth NHP th a t is intim ately involved in cell cycle checkpoints is the 
mitosis promoting complex (MPF) of cyclin B and p3 4 (^DC2 Low-dose irradiation is 
known to induce Gg arrest by dephosphorylation of the tyrosyl 15 residue of the 
catalytic subunit, p3 4 o^^ 2 B arth et al (1996) showed th a t y-irradiation a t 1 Gy 
interrupted the initiation of the autocatalytic loop between MPF and the 
phosphatase cdc25-C in HeLa cells, leading to G2 arrest (51).
It has been postulated by Oleinick and Chiu (1994) and Mullenders et al 
(1987) th a t the close apposition between the conformational proteins and the 
nucleosomal DNA suggests the sites of irradiation damage and repair mechanisms 
m ust be in  part within the loop system or close to the matrins/lamins. Therefore 
the repair components m ust be close to the lesions and have a sequence or shape 
sim ilarity to the damaged components to bypass the ‘sentry proteins’ (52) to affect 
repair. Such repair components could be the linker histones mediated by HMG 1 or 
HM Gl and 2 alone (53,54).
(v i) EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES.
The rem it for this project under the CEO Nuclear Fission Safety Programme 
(Chromatin Structure, Repair and Aberrations) was to study (a) the rôle of nuclear 
m atrix DNA binding proteins and (b) the histone H I family of proteins, and their 
phosphorylation, in the conversion of radiation mediated DNA damage to 
chromosomal aberrations. The rem it entailed utilisation of (i) cell culture 
techniques, (ii) DNA damage assessment by the Ljungman modification (39) of the 
Ahnstrom & Erixxon (38) alkaline unwinding method, and, (iii) protein separation 
and analysis by one dimensional PAGE, W estern blotting and Acid-Urea PAGE for 
histone isolation.
Specifically the experimental aim of the project was to (1) examine and 
compare the radiosensitivity of the wild type CHO KI cells and the m utant xrs-b by 
DNA unwinding and micronucleus assay. (2) To correlate the radiosusceptibility of 
one member of the xrs family, xrs-6 to differences in the chromatin structure by the 
isolation of proteins and compare these proteins to those proteins from the wild 
type parent. This cell line has a defect in DSB repair specifically attributable to the 
absence of Ku80.
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R adiobiology protocols
(1) Alkaline unwinding assay For single strand and double-strand breaks'.
Initial experiments were conducted based on the technique of Ljungman 
(39). A generalised protocol was subsequently developed, as described below.
Details of specific buffers, concentrations and ionic strengths (pH) are given in the 
Abbreviations and Buffer Components section.
Cells were grown routinely in 75 ml tissue culture flasks (NUNC) for 17-24h, 
at 37°C, in a 5% COg/humidifled incubator, to a density of 20-30 x 10® cells per 
flask in the presence of 0.1 /tCi/ml of tritiated  Thymidine (Amersham). The cells 
were harvested by treatm ent with 3 ml TE in  PBS. Monolayers were prepared by 
seeding 7-8 x 10^ cells into sterile 24-well microtitre plates (Corning, New York) or 
as a cell suspension washed twice with 0.15M sodium chloride solution and y- 
irradiated (10-30 Gy), then treated as described as below in the alkaline lysis 
paiagraph.
The cell monolayers were cultured for 17-24h after which the spent medium 
was aspnated. Duplicate wells were treated with 1 ml Ljungman lysis solution (See 
Abbreviations and Buffer Components section for definition) for 10 mins, aspirated 
and briefly treated with 0.5 ml 0.15M sodium chloride as an  equilibration solution. 
After this treatm ent plates were exposed to different doses (Gy) of y-irradiation. To 
provide a measure of backgi’ound damage, unirradiated control wells were 
processed concurrently, and the background values of Fss obtained were subtracted 
from those obtained for the irradiated wells, to yield the effect for irradiation over 
constitutive levels of damage.
The equilibration solution was aspirated to waste, and all wells were treated 
with 0.3 ml alkaline unwinding solution (See Abbreviations and Buffer 
Components section for definition) for 40 mins in the dark a t 4°C. Samples were 
neutralised with 1 ml 0.02M Sorensen's salt (See Abbreviations and Buffer 
Components section for details), sonicated (MSE sonicator setting 1 0 ,10s) and the 
DNA solubilised with 0.15 ml SDS (See Abbreviations and Buffer Components 
section for concentration) and stored frozen a t -20 °C till analysed by 
Hydroxyapatite (HA) chromatography as described below.
(2) HA Chromatographic analysis o f single-stranded and double-stranded 
fragments:
The sample DNA was equilibrated to 21°C and loaded onto 0.15g HA 
columns, which were pre-wetted with 2.5 ml 0.0125M sodium phosphate buffer 
(SPB) pH 6.8 and pre-warmed a t 60 °C. The bound DNA was washed once with 2.5 
ml 0.0125M SPB to elute the SDS and unbound tritiated Thymidine. The single- 
stranded fraction was eluted from the columns with two washes of 2.5 ml 0.125M
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SPB, and the eluate collected in scintillation vials containing 0.5 ml 5M 
hydrochloric acid to neutralise the phosphate ions. The ds fraction was eluted from 
the columns with two washes of 2.5 ml 0.25M SPB, and collected in scintillation 
vials plus 0.5 ml hydrochloric acid. A 6 ml aliquot of InstaGel plus (Hewlett- 
Packard LKB) scintillant was added to each sample, which was vortexed to mix, 
and the resultan t colloidal suspension counted for tritiated  thymidine 
disintegrations per m inute (dpm) in  a scintillation counter (Pharmacia-LKB, 
Sweden). The data was m anually analysed and then transferred to CricketGraph 
III for plotting and presentation.
(3) Salt concentration and irradiation dose for cell monolayers
W t CHO KI cells were grown and harvested as above. The cells were 
resuspended in 10 ml fresh medium and the cell density adjusted to 7 x lO^cells per 
well and seeded into 24-well microtitre plates (Corning, New York) and cultured for 
17-24h. The medium was aspirated to waste and the attached cells washed with 1.5 
ml HBBS, aspirated to waste and treated with 1 ml Ljungman lysis solution (See 
Abbreviations and Buffer Components section for definition) with either 1 or 2M 
sodium chloride 20 m inutes a t 4 °C. The lysis solution was aspirated to waste and 
the cells washed twice with 1 ml 0.15M sodium chloride, and after the last wash 
the cells were exposed to 0, 0.25, 0.5 or 1 Gy. The monolayers were subjected to 
DNA alkaline unwinding assay as described above in section (1) and (2)
(4) The micronucleus assay to confirm the radiosensitivity ofxrs-5 cells.
Cells were grown as described above in the alkaline unwinding protocol, and 
after 24h the cells were harvested w ith 3 ml TE, the density was adjusted to 2 x 
10^ ceUs per ml of medium and cells were seeded into 25 ml tissue culture flasks. 
The cells, in the presence of supernatant, were exposed to y-irradiation a t 1 or 2 
Gy, and the medium aspfrated to waste and replaced with fresh medium 
containing 3 jig/ml cytochalasin B. The cells were harvested using 2 washes of 1 ml 
TE, resuspended in 3 ml fresh medium a t an adjusted density of 2 x 10^ cells per 
ml of medium. The suspension was applied to the funnel of a Cytospin sample 
application cup (Cytospin, Shandon), and the cells were cytospun onto frosted-glass 
grease-free microscope slides a t 800 rpm for 10 mins. The slides were allowed to afr 
dry for 24h and fixed in methanol (99%) for 10 -30 mins, dried completely in a flow 
hood (-  20-30 mins) and stained with 6% Giemsa in  Sorensen's buffer II pH 6.8.
The slides were blotted dry on 'Post-Up' filter paper and the micronuclei scored 
under oil immersion using XlOO magnification and Kohler illumination. The 
frequency of micronuclei per 100 cells was plotted against dose in Grays.
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Protein  C hem istry protocols
(A) Isolation o f mitotic cells.
Cells were seeded into 75 ml tissue culture flasks (NUNC) a t a concentration 
between 0.7- 2 x 10® in 10 ml medium and cultured for 48-72h, a t 37°C, in a 5% 
COg/humidified incubator, to reach a total number of 20-30 x 10'^  cells per flask. 
Cells a t a density of 2 x 10^ were seeded into 500 ml roller bottles (NUNC), fresh 
medium (containing 2mM HEPES) was added to a final volume of 110 ml, and, 
cells were cultured overnight on a 37°C roller set a t 2.5 rpm. The spent medium 
was replaced with fresh pre-warmed medium and returned to the roller machine 
for a further 24h. After 24h the spent medium was replaced with 50 ml fresh pre- 
warmed medium with 2mM HEPES and 0.1 jig/ml Nocodazole (400 yttg/ml stock) 
and cells were roll-incubated a t 37°C for Ih . The discarded medium contained 
asynchronous or apototic cells detached from walls of the roller bottle. The roUer 
bottle was spun for 2 minutes on a small electric motor set a t 200 rpm, to release 
any loosely attached cells into the medium and the spent medium was discarded. 
Fresh 50 ml of medium was added and reincubated for Ih. After Ih  the 
synchronised mitotic cells were harvested by spinning the bottle again for 2 mins 
and centrifugation of the suspension a t 1200 rpm. The cell density of the harvested 
mitotic cells were determined using a  Coulter counter (Coulter Electronics) as a 
1/100 dilution with spent medium. The cell pellet was resuspended with 1.5 ml 
cryomedium containing MEM-CsFe or -FCS with 1 jig/ml Colcemid and 10 %
DMSO and stored a t -20°C. Subsequently five or six harvestings were made with 
50 ml fresh media, and all collections were transferred to cryovials for storage 
under liquid nitrogen (storage was required as the procedure was designed for 
harvesting cells in bulk and 24h storage was considered ideal for both preparation 
and collection of mitotic cells). Each harvest producing around 3-4 x 10® mitotic 
cells sufficient for protein extraction.
Action of Nocodazole
Nocodazole (400 jwg/ml stock) was used as the drug is acting on the microtubules 
forming the mitotic spindle, specifically preventing their degradation so th a t the 
chromatid daughters fail to separate and instead congregate a t the poles or rem ain 
a t the equatorial plate and consequently synchronise cells a t metaphase (3).
(B) Isolation o f mitotic chromosomal proteins.
Three vials of each cell line (CHO KE or xrs-6) of equal cell density, 
approximately 3 x 10®/ml, inl.5m l medium, were rapidly thawed to induce cell 
lysis. The contents of each vial were transferred to 10 ml ‘V’ centrifuge tube
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(Scotlab) on ice (4°C). The cells were pelleted a t 1200 rpm, 0°C for 10 minutes and 
the medium discarded. The pellet was resuspended, washed three times in HBSS, 
respun and the washings discarded.
The pellet was resuspended in  1 ml cold reswelling buffer and transferred to 
a siliconised 7 ml W heaton tissue grinder with piston A chilled on ice. The pellets 
were homogenised with 150 jiX 10 % NP-40 and the disruption of cell membranes 
was confirmed with inverted phase contrast microscopy of 10 pà of homogenate.
The homogenate was layered onto a cold (4°C) 35% Sucrose gradient in  a 
siliconised polypropylene 2ml vial (Promega) and centrifuged for 5 mins a t 3200 
rpm in a Sorvall swinging bucket GLC-2B centrifuge (MSE, Fisons). The 
homogenates separated into six layers of which the bottom contained the 
chromosomal pellet (66).
The protein concentration was determined, by the Bradford assay (BioRad, 
67) using Bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standai'd. An aliquot of 10 jil protein 
extract was dispensed into a well of a 96 well Terasaki tissue culture plate 
(Corning), 20 jil of Bradford reagent (BioRad) was added, mixed by aspiration and 
made upto 230 jA with sterile double-distilled water (Millipore). The reaction was 
allowed to incubate for 15-20 m inutes and the protein absorbance determined on a 
microtitre plate reader (DynaTech) and the protein concentration estimated by 
extrapolation from the BSA standard curve.
(C) Protein separation by SDS-PAGE and visualisation by Coomassie staining.
The protein isolates were resuspended in  50-100 jil of boiling mix. The 
resuspended protein was boiled a t 95°C for 5 minutes prior to loading onto a 12% 
SDS-PAGE gel. The gel was pre-run for 10 mins in a Tris- glycine electrode buffer, 
then loaded. The gel was resolved a t 20-25 mA per gel for approximately 1.5h. P re ­
stained molecular weight m arkers (M) were used to estimate size (IdDa) and 
relative mobility. The gel was stained in Coomassie blue 250G for 2h, destained, 
and, rinsed with double distilled water. The stained gel was stored with 1-5 ml of 
electrode buffer prior to photography with a polaroid camera using Kodak black 
and white film. The photographic prin t was scanned with DeskScan II (Hewlett- 
Packard) and manipulated in the drawing package ClarisWorks 4.0 (Claris) for 
presentation
(D) Western blotting procedure.
The protein extracts were sonicated (setting 10 for 5 secs.), to disrupt the 
DNA-bound proteins and 5 pg/ml of sonicated protein was loaded onto another 12% 
SDS-PAGE gel and resolved for 1.5h.
Dmdng resolution a piece of nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & Schuell) 
(70 long X 84 mm wide) was excised with four similarly proportioned pieces of 3MM
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W hatman chromatography paper (Merck) and these were immersed in W estern 
transfer buffer for Ih . After resolution the PAGE gel was gently transferred to the 
transfer buffer. W estern transfer was peiformed by the semi-dry method and the 
electrophoretic blotter was supplied by Hoefer Scientific Instrum ents (Pharmacia, 
Sweden). Two pieces of equilibrated 3MM paper was transferred onto the Mylar 
m ask (anode) The equihbrated gel was placed onto the 3MM paper. The 
nitrocellulose membrane was laid on top of the gel. The rem aining two pieces of 
3MM paper was laid on top of the membrane and the semidry blotter lid (cathode) 
was replaced. Transfer was initiated by connecting the anode and cathode through 
Shandon Vokam power pack (Life Sciences) and transfer occurred a t constant 25V 
for 2-3h from anode to cathode. Any trapped air was removed by gently applying a 
12 inch polycarbonate rolling pin. Transfer efficiency was determined by the 
transfer of prestained markers.
(E) Anti-Histone probing o f the Western blot
The blotted membrane was placed into blocking buffer overnight a t 4°C. The 
blocked membrane was washed with twice with 0.1% Tween-20 in TBS (TEST) to 
block any non-specific binding sites on the membrane. The mouse anti-histone 
monoclonal antibody (Boehringer-Mannheim clone H I 1-4) was reconstituted with 
500 jA sterile double distilled water. The antibody (at a concentration of IjM^ g/ml) 
was added to fresh 20 ml TEST, mixed by inversion and decanted onto the 
membrane. The membrane was incubated a t 21°C for 2h with gentle agitation. Any 
non-specific binding to the mouse IgG l antibody was blocked by washing twice 
with TEST and twice with TBS. The secondary antibody (2/tg/ml), an anti-mouse 
IgGl covalent conjugated to horse radish peroxidase (Sigma Immunochemicals), 
was added to fresh 10 ml TBS, inverted to mix and decanted onto the membrane. 
The membrane was incubated a t 21°C for I h  with gentle agitation. The colour 
development agent, DAB, was prepared. Any unbound or loosely bound antibody 
was removed by four washes with TEST. The developer solution was filtered with 
W hatman No.l (BDH) then 100 jil of developer was diluted with 10 ml TBS and 3 
ji\ 30% hydrogen peroxide was added to the immunoblot. The immunoblot was 
agitated until visible black/brown bands appeared (approximately 1-5 mins) then  
the immunoblot was washed with Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (GIBCO) and 
rinsed with distilled water, and photographed. The photograph was scanned into 
ClarisWorks 4.0 and the processed image was shown in Fig.21. Figure 21 shows 
W estern blotting analysis for histones in protein extracts, using an mouseanti- 
HeLa-histone antibody.
(i) Acid digestion o f nuclei to release histone proteins.
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Nuclear extracts were prepared as in section (B) The nuclei was pelleted by 
centrifugation a t 3,000 rpm, 0°C for 10 minutes and the medium discarded. The 
pelleted nuclei was resuspended in 1 ml 0.22M hydrochloric acid overnight a t 4°C. 
The suspension was centrifuged a t 1200 rpm, 0°C for 5 m inutes and 100 jA boiling 
mix (including 6M urea, and, excluding SDS and Tris-HCl) was added to the 
supernatant, boiled for 5 minutes, chilled on ice(4°C), and stored a t -20°C.
(ii) Acid Urea Triton XlOO Gel.
For a discontinuous 30 ml resolving gel the components were:- 7.5 ml 30% 
‘Easy Gel’, 1.8 ml glacial acetic acid, 0.15 ml TEMED, 0.09 ml concentrated 
ammonium hydroxide, 14.4g urea, and, adjusted with distilled water to 27.4 ml. 
After the urea had dissolved in  the mixture, 0.6 ml 25% Triton X 100 was added, 
and 0.004g riboflavin in dim light. The gel mixture was cast into 75 x 90 mm 
MiniProtean II (BioRad) slab gel and the bottom of the gel was sealed with 10 ml of 
gel mixtui'e polymerised with 0.3 ml 10% ammonium persulphate, to prevent 
leakage. The cast gel was polymerised by exposure to four 60W fluorescent 
striplights and the polymerised gel was immersed into the electrophoretric tank  
containing acid electrode btiffer. The samples were loaded, and, the gel was 
resolved a t a constant current (10mA) for 1.5h. The gel was stained in 0.1% 
Coomassie blue R in 5% acetic acid/40% ethanol and destained in 5% acetic 
acid/20 % ethanol.
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Ctjapter 3:
I
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This chapter describes experiments to examine DNA damage in wild type 
(CHO KI) and m utan t (xrs) cell lines, induced by IR utilising the Ljungman (1991) 
modification of the Ahnstrom  & Erixxon (1981) alkaline unwinding method and the 
Fenech & Morley (1985) cytokinesis-block micronucleus assay. This chapter is 
divided into two sections: Experim ents involving (A) alkaline unwinding assay, and
(B) microncleus assay.
(A) DNA Dam age M easurem ent By th e A lkaline U nw inding  
T echnique, in  N ucleo id  and N uclear M onolayers.
The experiments were designed to address the condensation differences and 
change in susceptibility to IR-induced damage in the xrs family of m utants from 
the wild type CHO KI as a response of chromatin to different monovalent ion 
concentrations (NaCl) and weak alkali, and to elucidate reasons for these 
differences. CHO KI and xrs-5 has been shown to have the same susceptibility to 
IR-induced damage (Jeggo 1990, MacLeod & Bryant 1990) and only partial histone 
denudation of the chrom atin by the  sim ultaneous action of monovalent and 
divalent ions th a t any higher order chi omatin structural differences be observed 
(Johnson & Bryant 1994).
Nucleoids and Nuclear Monolayers
When cells are grown to confluence on a plastic dish to form a one cell thick 
layer this is term ed a cellular monolayer if the monolayer is treated  with hypotonic 
buffer containing (0.15-0.75M) monovalent ions (Na+Ck) some DNA bound proteins 
are released and this chrom atin structu ie is term ed the nucleai' monolayer and if 
the monolayer is treated  with hypertonic buffers containing 1-2M salt (NaCl) then 
the chromatin structure is denuded of protein, except for the nuclear m atrins and 
MAR proteins, the residual monolayer is term ed a nucleoid. Figure 3 shows a 
diagi'am of the three types of monolayer, and, the conditions for formation of 
nuclear and nucleoid monolayers. These nuclear and nucleoid monolayers were 
made by treating cell monolayers to hypertonic buffers (2M NaCl) and detergent 
(0.5% Triton X 100) (nucleoid), and/or, hypotonic buffers (0.15M NaCl) plus 
detergent (Nuclear monolayer). The cells are penneabilised by the simultaneous 
action of sodium chloride and Triton XlOO. Nygren (1995) proposed th a t the 
perm eabilisation also removed the soluble sulphydryl scavenger proteins iiresponsible for the oxygen effect (41). |
These monolayers are valuable tools to examine chromatin as: I
(i) DNA-bound proteins could be removed stepwise by increasing the 
concentrations of salt which dram atically increased the susceptibility of DNA to y- 
irradiation-induced strand  breaks;
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Figure 3:
Diagram to show the formation of cellular, nuclear and nucleoid monolayers by the 
manipulation of non-ionic detergent and salt (Ljungman 1991 (39)).
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(ii) Chromatin compaction in nuclear monloayers could be modified by the addition 
or removal of cations;
(iii) All samples have the same concentration and spatial distribution of DNA;
(iv) Monolayers have very low constitutive levels of DNA strand breaks.
These monolayers were used in this study as: (a) logistically comparable for 
high throughput assay, and (b) data  obtained from treatm ent of these 
monolayers,salt and IR, would have a high degree of sensitivity with a low 
background of constitutive damage.
The alkaline unwinding assay has proven useful for examining DNA damage 
in lysed cells (38), nuclear monolayers and nucleoids (39). Thus it was decided to 
apply this assay to examine the susceptibility of m utant ham ster cell lines, 
specifically the line xrs-b to IR-induced DNA damage after treatm ent with 
increasing salt concentrations and to correlate the data with chromatin 
conformation.
Theory of alkaline unwinding assay
The technique relies upon the action of mild alkali (0.03M NaOH) on “de- 
proteinised” DNA, involving electrophilic attack upon the phosphate backbone of 
the DNA duplex and, consequently, inducing partial unwinding of the two DNA 
strands (dénaturation). Where DNA breaks (single and double) have been induced 
by IR, unwinding will be initiated a t these points. The principle of the assay is 
shown in (Fig.4). Figm^e 4 in which the DNA duplex nicked by the action of ionising 
particles or OH-radicals (55) producing single-stranded DNA sites for alkaline 
unwinding. Neutralisation and sonication of the DNA lead to double-stranded (ds) 
and single-stranded (ss) fragments for HA chromatographic separation. After 
neutralisation with sodium phosphate buffer (0.02M) to arrest unwinding, 
sonication is used to give single-stranded (damaged) plus double-stranded 
(undamaged) fragments which are separable by hydroxyapatite (HA) 
chromatography, by exploiting their different elution properties in the presence of 
low concentrations of sodium phosphate buffer (Fig.5). Figure 5 shows two 
diagrams of components of the calcium hydroxyapatite chromatographic method. 
Fig.5(A) shows the column which was packed with two different (mixed) grades of 
HA and the DNA percolates through the column to bind to the HA, and, elution 
rate  is controlled by the 100 /tm filter and the different grades of HA. Fig.5(B) 
depicts the constant (60°C) heating block with holes cut and routered for the 2ml 
polypropylene syringe barrels, and, the collection tray  beneath.
Ss and ds fragments are eluted a t 0.125M and at 0.25M phosphate buffer, 
respectively (56). The strand breakage can be expressed in the form of the fraction 
of single strands (Fss ), using equation (1) fi-om the Introduction chapter section
(iii):
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Diagrammatic representation of the alkaline unwinding assay of Ahnstrom &
Erixxon (1981).
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Figure 5:Apparatus for the alkaliue unwinding assay and HA Chromatography.
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Fss = dpm single stranded(s) /  (sum of dpm (s) + double dpm (d))
In 'nicked' DNA, as produced by IR or restriction enzyme (RE) digestion, the rate  of 
unwinding would be faster proportionally a t the lesion than  a t the tightly-coiled ds 
region, due to the induction of ssb (57).
(1) Prelim inary experiments to establish the sensitivity of w t and mutant 
DNA to IR under various conditions
Prelim inary experiments were performed to assess the viability of the 
alkaline unwinding assay, with respect to dose of irradiation and alkaline lysis 
conditions for wt cells in suspension, and in monolayers. Unwinding conditions in 
suspension were then used to assess baseline IR sensitivity in both cellular 
monolayers (CHO KI and xrs-6).
IR-induced damage in wt cells.
Wt CHO KI cells were cultured and harvested as described in section (1) of 
chapter 2. The ceU pellet was resuspended in 10 ml fresh medium, transferred to a 
centrifuge tube and centrifuged a t 1200 rpm (Heraeus Instrum ents) 10 mins , 0- 
2°C. The medium was aspirated and the cell pellet resuspended in 0.15M sodium 
chloride. Suspensions were exposed to 0,10, 20, or 30 Gy on ice to prevent repair, 
and the cells collected by recentrifugation. The supernatant was aspirated, the 
cells were treated subjected to DNA alkaline unwinding assay with 1 ml alkaline 
unwinding solution as described above in sections (1) and (2) of chapter 2.
Figure 6 shows th a t for the alkaline lysed cells, CHO KE, Fss curve was 
approximately linear with irradiation dose. The cuiwe did not s ta rt a t zero, as the 
background was Fss=0.08, and this was within the accepted limits of the assay as 
applied to cell suspensions and reflects the condition of the cells in cultui e (58). 
This constitutive level of damage may have been due either to presence of 
replication fork DNA or to apototic/necrotic cells which would contain damaged 
DNA or another potentially significant source of background IR-induced DNA 
damage m ay be low level microbial nuclease activity. For the alkahne unwinding 
experiments, the constitutive Fss value were subtracted, for comparison of the two 
cell lines. In  conclusion unwinding was optimal at 0-10 and 25-40 Gy and, after 
treatm ent with 1ml of 0.03M sodium hydroxide for 40 minutes . The reduction in 
size from tube assay to microtitre plate allowed for a reduction in liquid volume.
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FIGURE 6;
Graph showing Fss against dose of y-irradiation, for wt CHO (KI) ceils in suspension. (n=l).
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reduced surface area for irradiation, and a reduction in dosage therefore it was 
decided to irradiate from 0-1 Gy. To detect any low level microbially induced DNA 
damage 1ml of supernatant medium could be centrifuged at 1200 rpm and the cell 
pellet examined for microbial contaminants under phase Contrast and/or bacterial 
vital stainning.
Response o f cellular, nuclear and nucleoid monolayers to low-dose IR
In these preliminary experiments the response of wt CHO KI monolayers to 
IR was assessed. Cell cultivation and harvesting were performed as described in 
chapter 2 sections (1) and (2), seeding of microtitre plates and treatm ent with 
Ljungman lysis solution is described in chapter 2 section (3).
Figure 7 depicts the graphs of cellular, nuclear and nucleoid monolayer 
responses to low doses of y-irradiation. The response of nucleoids to low dose 
irradiation is approximately linear (r =0.96). The tangential curve at IM  NaCl in 
the extraction buffer (r =0.994) clearly shows th a t as the proteins are increasingly 
denuded from the chromatin with salt treatm ent, more damage is incurred. 
Although the cellular monolayer response was biphasic (i.e. tangential) the low 
damage observed in the cellular monolayers (r^ =0.938) was due to the absence of 
salt-induced removal of chromatin proteins, and thus greater protection of DNA 
from damage. In conclusion the chromatin structure became more susceptible to 
IR-induced damagedas proteins are removed by increased salt treatm ent.The value 
‘n’ refers to the number of experiments perfoimed
Response o f CHO KI and xrs-6 cellular monolayers to high dose irradiation
A baseline response needed to be established for the two cell lines and as 
such the conditions for lysed cells (Fig.6) was used as a model for assessing 
baseline unwinding for cell suspensions. This was to ensure th a t lysis conditions 
were comparable for both cell lines. CHO KI and xrs-b cells were cultured and 
seeded as described in chapter 2 sections (1). The cell suspensions were treated as 
described in chapter 2 sections (1) and (2).
Figure 8 showed th a t the Fss profile for wt and m utant was not different for 
the same range of IR (10-40 Gy) from each other or from Fig.6 as both gave 
approximately linear lines when standard deviation bars are taken into account. 
Although the m utant Fss profile seemed relatively lower a t each point than  the wt 
CHO KI suggesting th a t xrs-5 cell suspensions might be less damaged by IR than  
wt or the damage process in the m utant was expressed differently (59). However 
the Fss difference between m utant and wt may not be statistically significant when 
the standard deviation from the m ean for both cell lines is taken into account as 
the errors overlap. As the sample size is small (n=3), a true estim ate of the error 
remains indeterm inate and thus any difference between the response of m utant to
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IR as compared to the w t is speculative and would require fui’ther experimentation 
especially a t the higher IR doses. The value ‘n’ refering to the num ber of 
experiments performed.
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Figure 7:
Graph of Fss against dose of irradiation, in wt CHO KI monolayers (n=l). The 
variable ‘n’ refers to the number of experiments.
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Figure 8:
Graph of Fss against dose of IR, in wt CHO KI and xrs-5 cell monolayers (n=3). The 
variable ‘n’ refers to the num ber of experiments. The error bars represent ± sd.
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In conclusion the preliminary experiments were performed in order to 
ascertain Fss for w t and m utant cells under various conditions of salt (1 and 2M 
NaCl in the extraction buffer) and irradiation dose (0-40 Gy) to establish the 
sensitivity of DNA in wt and m utant. From these preliminary experiments it is 
deduced th a t in both cell lines, for IR doses between 10 and 40 Gy,there was a 
linear response for cell suspensions (Figure 6 & 8) and the difference between Fig.6 
& 8 to Fig.7 was due to the use of nucleoids (Fig.7).
The replication fork DNA would affect unwinding rates which would be 
observed as an increase in the background unwinding profile. Cells undergoing 
DNA replication would actively uptake nucleotide substrates more than  quiescent 
( G o )  cells thus the tritiated  thymidine would be selectively incorporated into 
replication forks leading to unequal labelling of cells and could under-represent the 
unwinding profile of nucleoid monolayers. Replication fork DNA would be 
considered more radiosensitive as the supercoiling around replication sites would 
be low as the chromosome region would decondensed hence there would be 
deproteinated DNA readily accessible for ionised particles to assault consequently 
replication fork DNA duplexs would be prim ary sites for strand breakage and 
provides the bulk of the tritium-labelled DNA detected by the unwinding assay.
It should be emphasised th a t although the error bars (± s.d.) were large, the 
pattern  of the error curves, both maximal (+) and minimal (-) error, showed the 
same trigonometric distribution (biphasic) as the signal curve (Fig.6). Also, if the 
data were generated by noise alone then the scatter of datum  points would be 
random, rather than  follow an approximately linear form. Thus it  is deduced th a t 
the data represents a real response of wt CHO KI and xrs-B to IR-induced damage.
(2) Effects of varying salt (NaCl) concentration in  the lysis buffer and low  
dose Y-irradiation on wt CHO KI and xrs-5 Fss values.
Lower doses were chosen despite the concurrent increase in errors as the 
initial experiment (Fig.7) had shown a linear relationship between protein 
denudation from the chromatin and increased radiosensitivity and it was assumed 
th a t the radiosensitivity m utant would show a steeper rise in strand breakage in 
the presence of monovalent cations a t lower irradiation doses than  the wt. The 
presence of any soluble scavengers was assumed to be removed by the presence of 
the potassium salt (K+Ch) and the nonionic detergent (Triton X 100).
Wild type and m utant cells were cultured and harvested as above. The 
medium was aspirated to waste and cells treated with 1 ml Ljungman lysis 
solution with 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 or 2M sodium chloride for 10 minutes a t 4 ^C. The 
lysis solution was aspirated to waste, and the monolayers washed twice with 1 ml
0.15M sodium chloride. After the last wash the samples were exposed to 0, 0.25, 0.5 
or 0.75 Gy. The DNA in the monolayers were subjected to alkaline unwinding 
assay, as described in  the M aterials and Methods chapter. These experiments were
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repeated two or three times, and Fss plotted against dose (CHO KI n=3; xrs-5 n=2). 
(Fig.9 & 10).
The object of this experiment was to compare the Fss for wt and m utant cell, 
nuclear, and nucleoid monolayers hy varying the concentration of NaCl in the 
Ljungman lysis buffer: cellular monolayers would be produced in the absence of 
lysis buffer, nuclear monolayers using 0.25-0.75M NaCl in the extraction buffer, 
and nucleoid monolayers using 1 and 2M NaCl in the extraction buffer. These NaCl 
concentrations correspond with the élutriation of histone H I a t 0.5M NaCl in the 
extraction buffer, histones H2A and H2B a t 0.95M NaCl in the extraction buffer, 
and histones H3 and H4 a t 2M NaCl in the extraction buffer. As the NaCl 
concentration increased there would be a corresponding increase in IR-induced 
strand breakage (Fss). There was an  increase in Fss for both CHO KI and xrs-5 
from 0.25-0.75M NaCl in the extraction buffer for the dose ranges 0.5-0.75 Gy 
whilst 1 and 2M NaCl in the extraction buffer produced a lower Fss profile over the 
dose range 0.25-0.75 Gy (Figures 9 & 10). Both cell lines showed a biphasic 
response and maximal unwinding at 0.75M sodium chloride. In  the m utant there 
was an initial Fss decrease for 0.5M NaCl in the extraction buffer a t the dose 0.25 
Gy which could correspond to low level single strand breakage repair. One possible 
explanation for the plateau or ‘shoulder’ initiated a t 0.25 Gy in.xrs-5 and 0.5Gy in 
CHO KI could he ongoing repair which could occur according to the explanation 
given in the above section i.e.tem perature fluctuations during irradiation step. 
Unwinding might be inhibited a t higher salt concentrations in the extraction buffer 
due to structural changes in the chromatin such as relaxation of torsional tension 
th a t allows the DNA to be wound tighter (39,40) or accumulated ongoing ‘slow’ 
repair leading to an overall reduction of residual damage in hypertonic solutions
i.e. repair may have initiated a t 0.25Gy and repair might have been halted with 
the deproteinisation of the chromatin with increased NaCl concentration but there 
was sufficient repaired DNA to produce a signal though not enough repair enzymes 
were present (replicases) to reproduce the intact chmmatin structure. Additionally 
the nuclear m atrix proteins (matrins) are relatively salt resistant, and so would 
suppress the effect of salt on denuding protein from the remaining higher order 
chi'omatin structm 'e (34). However the preliminary experiments (Fig. 7) showed 
approximate linearity of Fss against dose a t the higher NaCl concentrations, whilst 
Figures 9 and 10 showed biphasic kinetics, reflecting the change from nucleoids 
(Fig.7) to nuclear monolayers (Fig.9 & 10). Additionally the change of reaction 
vessel from centrifuge tube (Figs.7 & 8) to microtitre plate (Figs.9 & 10) m eant th a t 
there was a concurrent change of shape from spheroid to fibroblast and thus 
different shapes would have different sensitivities to IR (55). The difference 
between the Figures 7 and 9 & 10 might be attributed to efficacy in the inhibition 
of repair i.e. conditions for studying unwinding in CHO KI and xrs-5 without repan  
were optimal in Fig.7. I t  is notable th a t the last points in figures 9 and 10 are in
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Figure 9:
Graph of Fss against dose of irradiation, in wt CHO KI for various salt solutions 
(0.26-2M NaCl) during cell lysis and IR. The error hars represent ± sd and n=3.
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Graph of Fss against dose of irradiation, in xrs-5 for various salt solutions (0.25-2M 
NaCl) during cell lysis and IR. The error bars represent ± sd and n=2.
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the same order for hoth wt and m utant, and a t 0.75 Gy unwinding was optimal for 
each NaCl concentration.
The right-handed skew in hypertonic extraction medium might be indicative 
of three different populations of cells with different unwinding rates of which the 
central portion of the curve could be attributed to replication fork DNA or cells 
undergoing replication or reversion of the m utant to the wt. Alternatively these 
cells could be observed as cell undergoing replication repair, as kinetically this 
portion of the curve appears static. Ongoing repair m ight occur if there was a 
tem perature fluctuation a t the hradiation  stage when the cells were moved 
between the irradiator to the laboratory bench duiing the alkaline step whereby 
cell could have been warmed upto about 10-21 ®C. However this stasis could be the 
result of equilibrium between early unwound duplex strands and late partially 
unwound supercoiled DNA ra ther than  ongoing repair, which should not occur a t 0 
°C. The observed saturation in the data  for both cell lines could be explained by the 
‘babbeF hypothesis. In this hypothesis unwinding is proposed to proceed for a 
limited distance from the breakage point and then halt and further breaks are 
initiated from a secondary points. If  these multiple break points are adjacent to 
each other its possible for break point interactions (‘babbeT) to occur leading 
eventually to saturation which is graphically displayed as a decrease in Fss value. 
See ‘Perspective’ chapter for an in depth analysis of the three explanations for the 
decreased Fss values in hypertonic solution (‘two speed’, ‘one country, two 
systems’ and ‘AC/DC’ hypotheses) and the biological implications of the 
m athematical treatm ent. Due to the non-linear nature of the dataset further 
m athematical treatm ent (ratios) of Figs.9 & 10 has to be treated with a caution as 
the processed data may only represent a small portion of the dataset and due to the 
non-linearity makes any assumption based on the processed data subjective and 
hence error prone.
Figure 11 shows, using equation (2) from the Introduction chapter section 
(iii), the relative slope plot for xrs-5 and CHO KI at various NaCl concentrations 
for three different irradiation (IR) doses. The relative slopes for CHO KI cells 
showed th a t greater DNA damage was induced linearly in response to protein 
denudation by various NaCl concentrations a t low y-irradiation dose (0.25Gy). With 
higher irradiation dose (0.5 Gy) on CHO KI cell, damaged was induced on 
treatm ent w ith hypotonic extraction medium (0.25M NaCl) and proceeded to 
decline in a quartic cosine form (iax^+bx^+cx^+dx+C) over the other NaCl 
concentrations. The polynomic form of the data  could he simplified to a logarithmic 
form indicate th a t each point had a large variation and th a t the biological effects a t 
each data point was complex. The distribution of points around 1.0 would suggest 
th a t the polynomic curve could he simplified to a logarithmic distribution of the 
form y=mx2 and in this form it is clear th a t increasing dosage leads to an 
insignificant decline in relative slope. At 0.75Gy the relative slope follows a quartic 
sine form which can be simplified to a  logarithmic form and in this simplified form
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Graph showing the relative Fss slopes of CHO KI and xrs-5 against NaCl
concentration a t three IR doses.
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there is an initial increase from 0.25M NaCl followed by saturation a t 0.75M NaCl 
with no change in relative slope a t the higher NaCl concentrations. Therefore at
0.75Gy CHO KI became sensitive to IR damage with 0.25M NaCl treatm ent and 
higher NaCl treatm ent (0.75-2M NaCl) produced no further enhancement of the 
initialtial damage. The relative slope of xrs-6 cells showed th a t protein denudation 
from the chromatin occurred a t 0.25Gy irradiation dose and treatm ent with 
hypotonic extraction medium (0.25M NaCl) and DNA damage proceeded to decline 
in a quartic sine form over the other NaCl concentrations. In the simplified 
logarithmic form it is clear th a t there was an overall decrease in relative slopes for 
all doses examined and with increasing dosage the relative slope became less steep, 
indicating th a t the m utant became relatively less sensitive to IR damage.
Therefore this decline could be the result of ongoing repair or reversion in the 
m utant. Notably as in the case of CHO KI a t 0.5Gy irradiation,the m utant 
similarly followed a declining quartic cosine function rather than  a quartic sine 
function. This change in polarity m ay suggest th a t there was a corresponding 
superhelix polarity change, from positive (+) to negative (-).
Figure 12 shows, using equation (3) from the Inroduction chapter section 
(iii), a ratio of DNA radiosensitivity plot for xrg-5 with various NaCl concentrations 
at three different y-irradiation doses. All three plots fitted a logarithmic form 
(y=(±)mx2) distributed around 1.0 and th a t there was a polarity change from 
negative to positive with exposui’e to 0.5Gy irradiation dose. This showed th a t 
there was a trend toward no difference between m utant and w t radiosensitivity 
with increasing NaCl which could infer possible partial reversion of the m utant to 
the w t radiosensitivity. Only paiTial reversion was indicated as there was a 
marked difference in radiosensitivity a t 0.25Gy especially a t 0.25M where the 
m utant was twice as radiosensitive as compared to the wt. The declining 
logarithmic curves a t 0.25 and 0.75Gy could represent the effect of ongoing repair 
whilst the  initial low sensitivity of the 0.5Gy curve with treatm ent with 0.25M 
NaCl concentration in extraction buffer could indicate supercoiling polarity change.
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Figure 12:
Graph showing the ratio of the relative sensitivity of xrs-5 to CHO KI for different 
NaCl concentrations a t three different IR doses.
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To reduce the handling errors and increase throughput 24 well Terasald 
tissue culture plates were used, which allowed for analysis of one param eter (salt) 
rather than  the two paiam eters (salt and irradiation) due to the reduced num ber of 
samples. Thus the cells were exposed to a single dose of 0.75 Gy, which was the 
optimal dose for unwinding (Figs. 9 and 10). The biphasic model needed further 
investigation and a single param eter kinetic would provide an insight into the 
biophysics of the model, resolving questions as to whether or not the model was 
valid or an artefact generated by the quantitiation.
(3) Effect of varying NaCl concentration in  the extraction buffer at a 
single IR dose (0.75 Gy) on Fss values .
W t and m utant cells were cultured and treated as in M aterials and Methods 
section (1). After the last wash, monolayers were exposed to 0.75 Gy and subjected 
to alkaline DNA unwinding assay, as described in chapter 2 sections (1) and (2). 
Separate, unirradiated control plates were processed a t the same time as the 
irradiated plates, and their Fss values were subtracted from the irradiated plates 
to yield the effect of salt over backgi ound levels of damage. The experiments were 
replicated three times (n=3) for both CHO KI and the xrs-5 cells. The mean 
fractions of single strands were plotted against concentration of NaCl in the 
extraction buffer (M). (Fig. 13).
Figure 13 shows th a t the wt follows logarithmic kinetics (y=x^) (r=0.981) and 
the m utant follows a quintic cosine function (r=1.0), with four tui^ning points
i.e.two real root and two complex roots. I t  is the real root which is im portant in 
terms of the biology as the complex roots become negligible when plotted with 
wider axes as the curve approximates a straight line. Initially the m utant has a 
higher Fss value than  the wt reaching a maximal value of 0.46 after treatm ent 
with 0.5M NaCl then proceeded to decline exponentially to a value of 0.38 after 
treatm ent with 0.75Gy then rising logarithmically to reach satui'ation a t 0.468 
after treatm ent with 2M NaCl whilst the wt rises logarithmically with increasing 
NaCl concentration skewing toward saturation a t an Fss value of 0.6 after 
treatm ent with 2.0M NaCl. Maximal damage was manifest in the m utant a t 0.5M 
NaCl, whilst maximal damage in  the w t a t 2.0M. These results appear to 
contradict the data  obtained for Fig.9 & 10 whereby maximal unwinding (damage) 
at all doses occurred a t 0.75 M. This anomaly could be attributed to experimental 
error or a population of pre-replicative DNA. This could mean th a t the DNA duplex 
was unwound faster in pre-replicative nuclear monolayers (Fig. 13) than  post- 
replicative nuclear monolayers (Figs.9 and 10). Alternatively damage m ay initially 
occur a t 0.5M NaCl then longer term  damage occurs over larger doses a t 0.75M 
NaCl. In a simplified logarithmic form, the initial increase in Fss values a t 0.25- 
0.5M NaCl is discounted for the curve fit to yield a curve of the linear quadratic 
form y=mx2 +C. In this simplified model it  appears th a t overall the Fss values are 
much lower for the m utant as compared to the wt implying th a t there was a
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Figure 13:
Graph of Fss against salt concentration for CHO KI and xrs-5, a t a single IR dose 
(n=3) where ‘n’ refers to the num ber of experiments performed. The error bars 
represent ± sd.
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reduction in unwinding and a lower sensitivity to IR-induced damage after 
treatm ent with NaCl in the extraction medium. This could be prime facie evidence 
for ongoing repair or subversion of the growth medium by a radioresistant 
(revertant?) population of xrs 5 cells.
Figure 14 shows the relative Fss slope plots for CHO KI and xrs-5 a t various 
NaCl concentrations and after irradiation with 0.75Gy. The plot showed th a t xrs-5 
had higher relative Fss values than  CHO KI ranging from a factor of 2 (in nuclear 
extraction medium) to 1 (in nucleoid extraction medium). CHO KI plot fitted a 
logarithmic function (r=1.0) whilst x?’s-5 fitted a quintic cosine function (r=1.0) 
although it is possible to fit the xrs-5 relative Fss values to an approximate 
logarithmic function. The exponential decline in Fss value after treatm ent with 
0.75M NaCl could be attributed to partial reversion to the wt. Reversion was only 
partial as the l.OM NaCl treatm ent produced a higher relative Fss plot (factor of 1) 
than  the wt. A logarithmic plot of xrs 5 relative slopes showed the difference 
between m utant and wt converged with extraction in hypertonic medium reflecting 
possible development of a revertant population or ongoing repair which reduces the 
IR-sensitivity after treatm ent with Na+Ch monovalent extraction buffer.
The inherent nature of the raw data and the format of the two variables 
determine the polarity of the quartic/quintic equation, hence if the gi’adient was 
positive then the quartic equation has a  sine function, and if the gradient was 
negative, then a  cosine quartic function applies.
Figure 15 shows the graph of xrs-5 ratio of relative DNA sensitivity for 
various NaCl concentration a t 0.75Gy which fits a reciprocal linear quadratic 
function approximately. This plot indicates th a t as a result of ongoing repair the 
radiosensitivity of xrs-5 decreases with increasing NaCl treatm ent.
Generally there is inherent inaccuracy in these types of assay as the 
background damage is high (Fss= 0.05-0.1) and these could arise from several 
factors. The major one of which is replication fork DNA and also contaminants 
within the reagents or growth medium such as bacterial (mycoplasma). 
Alternatively aberrant ionic strength changes within the cells caused by intrinsic 
cellular response to components in the gi’owthdysis medium could lead to an 
increase in the background level of DNA damage. Therefore the assay requires 
more stringent reproducible methods to check the validity of the data.
In summary the unwinding profile of the cell lines is fundamentally biphasic 
but it is manifested in two different forms in the two cell lines; w t CHO KI cells 
follow a logaiithmic kinetic of the form (y= mx^) and the m utan t approximates a 
quartic cosine function. At high salt in  the extraction buffer (1 and 2M NaCl) both 
cell lines exhibited linear kinetics, reflecting repair. The biological implications are 
discussed in the Perspective chapter.
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Figure 14:
Graph showing the relative Fss slopes of CHO KI and xrs-5 against NaCl 
concentration a t a single IR dose.
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Figure 15:
Graph showing the ratio of the relative sensitivity of xrs-5 to CHO KI for different
NaCl concentrations a t a single IR dose.
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(B) The m icronucleus assay
Reversion of the m utant to wt occurs spontaneously, and therefore it was 
necessary to assess whether or not reversion had occuiTed in the xrs-5 cells in 
culture. The cytokinesis block micronucleus assay was used to assess whether or 
not reversion had occurred. The micronucleus assay was performed as described in 
M aterials and Methods chapter section (4).
Figure 16 shows the results of micronucleus assays for six CHO Kl-derived 
ceU lines. Four m utant cell lines showed different frequencies of micronuclei from 
the wild type CHO KI (fresh stock xrs-5 designated as xrs 5-89, xrs 5-RC2, xrs-6, 
xrs6-Ku80) and one (old xrs-5 designated as xrs 5-91) was only slightly increased 
from the wild type after exposure to 2 & 4 Gy. Thus the xrs 5-91 had partially 
reverted to the wild type and it was this stock which was used in the unwinding 
experiments described above. The impact on the data was negligible as the xrs5-91 
cells had not reverted to the wt radioresistance phenotype although the 
micronucleus data does indicate th a t the chromatin structure was in a state of flux 
and however reversion may partially explain the lower response of xrs 5-91 nuclear 
monolayers to IR (Figs. 13 and 14). Partia l reversion may indicate th a t the xrs-5 
chi’omatin structure was became more prone to IR-induced damage as the 
structure was less stable due to the interaction of reversion and more efficient 
ongoing repah; however without the use of repair and/or reversion inhibitors the 
effects of reversion could not be determined. Although the value for xrs 6-87.1 was 
higher (50 micronuclei a t 4 Gy) than  the wild type, a new batch of cells (xrs6-87.2) 
had to be thawed out and the micronuclei assay repeated (Figure 17).
Figure 17 shows th a t these new stock of xrs6-87.2 cells developed more 
micronuclei per 100 binucleate cells (62 at 2 Gy) than  the wild type parent (2 a t 2 
Gy). The low level of micronuclei in the wild type could be indicative of different 
efficiencies of repair in the w t and or the difference in rate of uptake of the drug 
(cytochalasin B) by the m utant. Thus some wt cells would be able to undergo 
mitosis leading to a low binucleate index. On the whole the binucleate index (data 
not shown) was a t a level expected for the cell lines investigated. The supposition 
for higher repair efficiency in the m utan t could be tested by performing the 
alkaline unwinding assay in the presence of repair inhibitors. Repair inhibitors 
such as araA, or araC and hydroxyurea would show a significant increase in the 
formation of micronuclei as inhibited repair would enhance the formation of IR- 
induced acentric aberration which can be packaged as micronuclei. The mode of 
action of araC and hydroxyurea is further discussed in the Perspectives chapter.
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Graph showing frequency of micronuclei per 100 binucleate cells for the Chinese 
ham ster o v a r y  wild type(wt), m utants and revertant.
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Graph showing frequency of micronuclei per 100 binucleate cells for new XES-6
and CHO KI.
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Figure 18 shows a photomicrogi'aph of a group of 11 wt cells, after exposure 
to 2 Gy and cytochalasin B, showing 7 binucleate cells , three mononucleate cells 
and one putative trinucleate cell as follows: (A) a binucleate cell without 
micronuclei; (B) a macro-mononucleated cell; (C) a binucleate cell with three 
micronuclei; and, (D) a binucleate cell w ith a micronucleus. The latter binucleate 
cell shows the joining of the two macronuclei by a chromatin bridge (indicated by 
two small arrows) which can be seen clearly also in another binucleate cell with 
two micronuclei.
CONCLUSION
The m ain conclusions of the radiobiology study were :
(1) DNA damage was greater in  xrs-5 cells than  the w t CHO KI cells under varying 
conditions of IR dose (0.25-0.75 Gy) and concentration of NaCl in extraction buffers 
between 0.25 and 0.75M NaCl. Maximal unwinding, as assessed by Fss, was 
achieved with 0.75M NaCl and 0.75Gy (Figs.9 & 10) but less in xrs-5 than  CHO KI 
at 1 and 2M NaCl (Fig.13);
(2) The shape of the fitted cui-ves for each cell line may reflect a difference in 
chromatin conformational state, thus CHO KI Fss values form a quadratic curve 
and xrs-5 form a quintic sine wave (Fig. 14).
(3) Following from (2) the unwinding profile of the wt, CHO KI, parent follow a 
quadratic expression of the form (y= mx^) and the m utant, a fifth order cosine 
function which is fundamentally biphasic. At high salt in the extraction buffer (1 
and 2M NaCl) both cell lines exhibit a linear form.
(4) The micronucleus assays showed th a t the xrs-5 and -6 cell lines had partially 
reverted to the wild type. Therefore unwinding between the true m utants and the 
wild type might need to be repeated in the presence of repair inhibitors to re-assess 
the effect of reversion. Hence the obseiwations made about the IR dose and NaCl 
concentration in extraction buffer variation experiments might be effected by 
partial reversion and thus any interpretation would need to be treated with 
caution. Despite this caveat the observations were valid and suggested th a t partial 
reversion did not adversely effect the aquisition of the unwinding data nor 
invalidate the interpretations th a t there is an increased susceptibility in the 
m utant to IR-induced DNA damage which may be due to chromatin conformation 
changes in the m utant.
These changes could be due to structural (Yasui e ta l  1991) or histone H I 
modifications either by phosphorylation or the induction/repression of H I subtypes 
, (Johnson & Bryant 1997). Modifications of Histone HI or it’s subtypes may reflect 
in chromatin condensation differences as this Histone (HI) was considered to be a 
prerequisite for stable chromatin assembly and modification could lead to 
instability or continuous activation/ gene expression state (Oleinick & Chiu 1994).
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Figure 18:
Photomicrogi’aph of binucleate cells containing micronuclei after inhibition of 
cytokinesis by the drug Cytochalasin B. Scale bar indicates 2.4 fim
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The increased radiosensitivity of the m utant (xrs-5) is due mainly to 
anomalies in chromatin conformation (Schwartz et al 1995, Johnson & Bryant 
1994). I t was suggested th a t the chromatin loops are less tightly supercoiled in x rs- 
5, and hence the structure can be easily unwound by high monovalent ions (NaCl) 
than  the wt. The ease with which high salt can deplete the radioprotective proteins 
from the ‘relaxed’ chromatin could reflect the looseness of the bound protein in xrs- 
5 compai’ed to wt.
The finding th a t maximium Fss values resulted from the use of a y- 
iiTadiation dose of 0.75 Gy confirms the deduction of Mateos et al (1994) th a t 
optimal chromatid aberrations (breaks) occurred a t this dosage. This would be 
consistent with the theory of dsb conversion processing as the duplex would be at 
its most plastic and hence unwinding would be optimal as more single strand 
‘nicks’ can act as sites for unwinding initiation.
A greater susceptibility to IR-induced DNA damage in m utant as compared 
to wt has been observed, which could be attributed to chromosomal proteins 
(25,27). The next stage of this investigation therefore was to study chromosomal 
proteins, specifically histone H I, m aturation promoting factor and the cyclin 
dependent kinases which have been implicated from the literature to be involved in 
chi’omatin condensation.
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The rem it w as to in v es tig a te  possible d ifferences in  ch rom atin  
conformational protein between CHO KI and xrs-6. Specifically:
(1) Are the  h istonal p ro te ins, for exam ple H I, modified in  respect of 
phosphorylation, acétylation or m éthylation between the m utant and wild type cell 
lines?
(2) If histones are invariant, are the nonhistonal proteins different between the two 
cell lines w ith respect to expression levels a t different cell cycle stages or post- 
translational modification?
(3) If  the protein changes in  the m utant are transient, then do these changes 
indicate a certain degree of plasticity about the xrs families chromatin structure?
These vexing questions m ay be tackled by taking two approaches- the use of 
electrophoretic separation by (a) mass (SDS-PAGE) and by (b) charge (Acid-Urea 
PAGE) of mitotic chromosomal proteins prepared by the mitotic shake-off method. 
The mass separated proteins would be subjected to analysis by (I) SDS-PAGE and 
W estern Analysis, and (II) Acid-Urea PAGE.
(I) SDS-PAGE and Western Analysis
Mitotic CHO KI and xrs-6 cells were cultured, harvested and chromosomal 
protein were extracted and analysed as described in the Protein protocol sections 
(A) to (C) in the M aterials and Methods chapter. Two methods were used to 
monitor the efficiency of extraction; (a) Giemsa stained light microscopy and, (b) 
protein quantitation and gel electrophoresis.
(a) Microscopic monitoring o f extraction
Disrupted cells were stained with 3-6% Giemsa, after fixing with methanol, 
to check th a t the chromosomes were undamaged and to ensure th a t the majority of 
cells were mitotic i.e.a high mitotic index as displayed in Fig. 19. For CHO KI the 
mitotic index was 84% and for xrs-6, 75%. Homogenisation of CHO KE cells 
required 60 strokes, whereas xrs-6 required 30 strokes. This difference reflects the 
greater resistance of the CHO KI cell membrane to shearing and compression 
forces. The CHO KI cell membrane may be more resistant to compression as 
cellular architecture is unmodified unlike th a t of the xrs family e.g. xrs-5 (Yasui et 
al 1991), specifically in xrs-5 an altered nuclear periphery in particular separation 
of the inner and outer layers of the nuclear envelope which could correlate not only 
with radiosensitivity but also with ease of cell membrane disruption in the whole 
xrs fam ily .
Figure 19 shows the photographs of six xrs-6 cells following mild 
homogenisation. Two mitotic and one non-mitotic cells are indicated. In  one mitotic 
cell, the outline of the nuclear membrane is visible (arrow A) as the tangled 
daughter chromatid pairs are polarised to the extremities of the cell (arrow B). One
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Figure 19:
The photomicrographs of mitotic and non-mitotic xrs-6 cells following exposure to 
Colcemid and treatm ent with 10% Non-Ident P40 detergent (NP40) in reswelling 
buffer. Fig. 19(A) shows the nuclear membrane of a mitotic cell, Fig. 19(B) shows the 
mitotic chromosome tangles. Fig. 19(C) shows a non-mitotic cell, and, Fig. 19(D) shows a NP40 disrupted mitotic cell. Scale bar indicates 2.5 pum
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undivided cell with a single macronucleus and nuclear membrane can be seen 
(arrow C). One salt-ruptured xrs-6 cell exhibits DNA loops (arrow D) exuding from 
a central nucleus which has been swollen and the membrane disrupted by NP-40 
detergent.
(b) Protein quantitation and gel electrophoresis
In order to ensm-e th a t the protein extraction was efficient and there was 
sufficient protein for W estern analysis 5-10 pX aliquots of extract were analysed by 
a micro-Bradford assay and Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE. The protein 
concentration for CHO KI and xrs-6 was determined to be 200 jM;g protein per ml of 
homogenate.
Figure 20 shows the results of a SDS-PAGE analysis, where (M) refers to the 
pre-stained BioRad protein molecular weight m arkers (Daltons); (C) refers to the 
wt parent CHO KI cell line; and (X-6) refers to the m utant, xrs-6. Fig.20(A) shows a 
positive image of the gel and Fig.20(B) shows the corresponding negative print. 
These two images show th a t there was equal loading, and, th a t the protein banding 
pattern  and intensities were approximately the same for both cell lines. A negative 
scanned image was included for clarity as not all the protein bands could be 
discerned from the positive scanned image: the magnification required to produce 
an A4-positive image caused a loss of resolution, because the pixels th a t form the 
image merged in the darkly-stained regions. From 20(A) it  was concluded th a t a t 
this level of analysis there was no discernible difference between the polypeptide 
profiles of wt and m utant.
Analysis o f histone content in protein extracts by Western blotting
The treatm ent of protein extracts, electrophoretic separation. W estern 
blotting and monoclonal antibody probing are described in the Protein protocol 
section (D) and (E) in the M aterials and Method chapter.
Figure 21 showed the immunoblot for the gel shown in Figure 20 in which 
the gel was W estern transferred and analysed by monoclonal antibody probing.
The immunoblot was probed with an emti-Histone monoclonal antibody used was 
raised in Balb/c mice hyperimmunized to purified nuclear fractions fi’om HeLa 
cells. These monoclonal antibodies recognise a conserved epitope present on 
histones H I, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 from several species e.g. man, cow, rat, 
Xenopus, opossum and hamster. The immunoblot showed a series of bands th a t 
cross-reacted with the anti-Histone for both cell lines. The arrow points to a strong 
immunoreaction band about 30 000 Da in wt which was considerable reduced in 
band intensity for the m utant xrs-6. This band also was shown to be absent in  xrs-5 
by Johnson & Bryant (in press) by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and 
corresponded in size to Histone HI. The size band could be HMG 1/2 or HMG 14/17 
based on Johnson & Bryant’s work. Alternatively another candidate conserved 
protein could be the m aturation (mitosis) promotion factor (MPF) which is 
composed of the cdk proteins (p34CDC2)^  34 kDa in size,complexed with Cyclin B
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Figure 20:
Scanned SDS-PAGE gel of extracted chromosomal proteins from CHO KI and xrs-6
mitotic cell cultures.
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Figure 21:
Scan of the immunoblot for wt and m utant chromosomal proteins isolated from the 
cells shown in Figure 19. The mouse anti-HeLa core histone monoclonal antibody 
probe detected a reduced intensity band (Lane Xrs-6) and a high intensity band 
(Lane CHO KI) at 31 kDa (arrowed). Higher molecular weight chromosomal 
proteins are present A om 35-80 kDa. The bound antibody probe was stained with a
DAB rabbit antimouse antibody.
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controlling entry into mitosis. MPF has been shown to be a tyi'osine dephosphatase 
(9). The high molecular weight bands could be members of the cyclin-dependent 
protein kinases {cdk) and/or the cyclins ranging in moleculai’ weight from 32-54 
kDa.
(II) Acid-Urea Triton PAGE (48).
In order to determine whether or not there were any changes to the histones 
per se between CHO KI and xf^s-6 w ith respect to quantity,or modifications, i t  was 
necessary to isolate and characterise by electrophoretic mobility as a result of 
charge differences (48). Bonner et al (1980) developed a technique for the the 
exploitation of the charge properties of the histone groups for their separation 
whereby the acidic (Aspartate and Glutamate) and basic (Lysine and Ai-ginines) 
compositions of the five histone groups determines the movement of the protein in 
an electric field. The more negative the net charge (provided by the sum of the 
acidic and basic residues) then the closer the migrating band is to the cathode thus 
the band order fi’om the anode would be: H2A, H I, H3, H2B,and, H4 according to 
increasing net negative charge. Electrophoretic mobility is provided by acetate 
ions, and any retardation of electrophoretic mobility due to secondary protein 
folding is inhibited by IM  urea in the gel and 6M urea in the boiling mix, and, 
separation of the histonal proteins was enhanced by the non-ionic detergent 
possibly by reducing the net charge of non-histonal proteins.
Due to unfam iliaiity with the method the stained gel was not of sufficient 
quality to reproduce in this dissertation so th a t a representative image based upon 
Bonner et al (1980) was displayed in Fig.22. Figure 22 shows two composite images 
of Acid-Urea-Triton X I00 (AUT) gels of acid extracted histones. Fig.22(A) shows 
the composite image of the expected histone distributions in an AUT gel. Fig.22(B) 
shows the observed image of histone distribution. The discrepancy could be due to 
the harshness of the extraction method which appeared to remove all the histones 
except histone H4 a t 15 kDa. The recovered bands image appeared to be histone 
H4 and there appeared to be no difference between wt, m utants (xrs-5 & -6) and 
the revertant (xrs-6 KU80) with respect to the quantity of histone H4 present in 
extracts. Although the images were not photogi’aphs of actual gels the band 
distributions shown in Figure 22(B) does represent what was observed. If the 
opportunity were to arise to repeat this gel then an appropriate image would be 
substituted.
(III) Protein Sequence Comparisons
The protein extracts from wt cells shown in Fig.21. were sequenced by the 
Edma degradation method because it was noted from the W estern analysis tha t
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Figure 22:
Photographic images of representative Acid-Urea-Triton X I00 gels stained with 
Coomassie blue. Figure 22(A) shows the idealised AUT gel showing the expected 
distribution of histones according to Bonner et al (1980). Figure 22(B) shows the 
observed facsimile of an actual AUT gel with one histone (H4) a t 15 kDa (arrowed)
for the four cell lines studied.
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there was a difference in the protein profiles of xrs m utant and wild type parent. 
Initially, as a prerequisite for identifying the extracted 31 kDa protein (arrowed) 
the wild type parent, CHO KI was to be sequenced and subsequently, the m utant 
protein extracts were to be sequenced. It had been thought th a t urea was present 
with the boiling mixture: as such this chaotrope was known to covalently modify 
the N-terminus of proteins, consequently extra purification steps were introduced 
as descibed below.
The extracts, denoted as C,Cp and Cp2, were loaded onto a sequencing gel 
then transferred to PVDF membrane. The membrane was Coomassie stained and 
three strongly stainning bands of molecular weight range 15-20 kDa were excised 
(Fig.23). Figui'e 23 shows the therm al transfer print of the sequencing gel from 
which these three bands designated 1-3 were thought to contain enough protein for 
sequence analysis. The excised proteins were digested with trypsin and the digests 
concentrated by lyophilisation, and separated by microbore HPLC. The fractions 
collected were analysed by capillary electrophoresis, only fraction 22 of excised 
bands 2 and 3 had sufficient m aterial for Edman degradation protein sequencing. 
These fractions yielded the following peptide sequences:
Cp Band 2 ALNNQFAXXIDK
Cp Band 3 XIENYET
These sequences were used in a protein sequence database search, 
SwissProt, using the FASTA search  eng ine  and a good m atch was found with 
hum an cytokeratin. The unknown residues designated as X were due to problems 
in loading (Band 2) and resolution of serine residues in position 1 (Band 3).
Although cytokeratin has been identified as a component of the nuclear 
m atrix (34) the m atch with hum an cytokeratin could only be assumed to be a 
contamination of the sample during the prolonged preparative stage for sequencing 
(G.D.Kemp personal observation). In  particular the contamination could have 
occurred a t the trypsin/lyophihsation step. One of the weaker matches for Band 2 
was to Chinese Ham ster vimentin (63.6 % identity in 11 amino acid residues).
In summary the SDS-PAGE experiments have shown there was a 
qualitative protein difference between the distribution of chromosomal proteins of 
CHO KI and xrs-6. These differences are most mai'ked by the reduction in the 
intensity of a histone-related protein band a t 31 kDa.
The Acid-Urea-Triton XlOO experiments showed there was no apparent 
differences in quantity of histone (H4) between protein extracts of wt (CHO KI) and 
m utants (xrs-5, xrs-6, xrs-6 KU80).
The sequencing of two darkly Coomassie-stained bands had shown th a t they 
were possible hum an cytokeratin II contaminants introduced during the 
trypsin/lyophihsation step. A th ird  band (1) was trypsin-sensitive.
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Figure 23:
A therm al transfer print of a PVDF membrane stained with Coomassie Blue and 
showing a sequencing gel of three CHO KE protein extracts. Three bands are 
indicated of around 15-20 kDa in size (designated 1,2 & 3) which were excised for
Edman degradation sequencing.
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If the opportunity were to arise a more stringent protein isolation would be 
required initially to produce more tem plate for Edman degradation without urea to 
avoid possible contaminants arising from the trypsindyophilisation step.
CONCLUSION
The m ain conclusions of the protein study were :
(i) There was a difference in the distribution of high molecular weight histone-like 
chromosomal proteins in the m utant, xrs-6 as compared to the wild type parental 
cell line, CHO KI, (Fig.21);
(ii) One 31 kDa (Fig.21) polypeptide was less abundant in protein extracts from 
m utant compared to wt;
(iii) In Figure 21 the bands were detected which might correspond to HMG 1/2, 
HMG 14/17 orP34CDC2.
(iv) There was no apparent relative quantitative difference between histone H4 
protein (15 kDa) in all the cell lines tested (Fig.22B). This is expected as the cell 
line has not been reported to lack nucleosomes and assembly of a nucleosome 
requires avid binding of histone H3 and H4. Nucleosome abnormalities would arise 
in  the la tte r stages of assembly of the nucleosomal complex i.e. histone H I/ HMGl 
or HMG2 binding, but as the isolation procedure was not optimal defects to these 
components of the nucleosomal architecturecan not be ruled out;
(iv) The two sequenced protein bands (Fig.23) showed a good match with hum an 
cytokeratin II. As suggested by G.D.Kemp, matching of the sequenced bands with 
hum an cytokeratin II could only be as a result of contamination.
To answer the three questions posed a t the sta rt of this chapter; (1) no 
apparent initial difference was detected in the histonal proteins bu t this m ust 
await confirmation by more refined AUT experiments; (2) there are electrophoretic 
mobility and anti-histone monoclonal antibody binding diffferences in the high 
molecular weight histone-like non-histonal proteins which could be Ku (70-80 kDa) 
and cdk family proteins (31-60 kDa); and, (3) there is little evidence from this small 
study to answer this question (See Perspective chapter for a discussion on the 
possible rôle of transistional chromosomal proteins and chromosomal plasticity).
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(1) Radiobiology Studies.
I t was concluded from the results shown in Chapter 2 that:-
(a) alkaline unwinding in both CHO KI andxrs-5 follow an inherent biphasic nature; 
however the shape of the fitted curves were different, with a quadratic curve for 
CHO KI and a quintic sine wave for xrs-5. i.e. This difference may be a reflection of a 
difference in conformational state.
(b) For salt treated & irradiated xrs-5 cellular (no extraction buffer), nucleai' (0.25- 
0.75M NaCl concentration in the extraction buffer) and nucleoid monolayers (1 and 
2M NaCl concentration in the extraction buffer) were more sensitive to IR-induced 
DNA damage than  the wild type CHO KI cells, with maximal Fss values under the 
conditions used a t 0.75M NaCl and 0.75Gy (Figs.9 & 10).
(c) Under hypertonic conditions (1 & 2M NaCl in the extraction buffer) both cell lines 
exhibited saturation kinetics i.e. reflecting tha t there was either efficient fast repair 
or nucleoid chromatin was more resistant to salt-mediated alkaline unwinding or in 
the m utant, the effects of paitial reversion, and
(d) The micronuclei assays showed th a t the xrs-5 and -6 cell fines had partially 
reverted to the wild type and it  was these cells th a t had been used in the radiobiology 
experiments in Chapter 3. The effect of partial reversion was discussed briefly in 
Chapter 3 and one possible consequence of using partially reverted cells is 
highlighted in conclusion (c).
If these results are valid then three possible mechanisms to account for the skewed 
biphasic graphs shown in F igs.9 ,10 and 14 in Chapter 3:
(i) A two staged ongoing repair
(ii) Three different cell populations with different unwinding characteristics
(iii) Supercoifing polarity changes.
Each of these mechanisms will now be discussed:
(i) Ongoing Repair (the ‘two speed’ hypothesis)
In this hypothesis, the skew of the Fss values is explained by ongoing repair of 
the Y-radiation-induced DNA damage despite the hypothermic conditions (4°C). 
Warming up between manipulations was cited in Chapter 3 as a cause of the skew 
a t 0.5 Gy (Figs.9 and 10) and IM  NaCl in extraction buffer (Fig. 14). Repair was 
possible in this assay because the microtitre plates might be a t 4°C but the 
instrum entation (dispensing tips) was not cooled to the same tem perature and the 
assay was not performed in a ‘cold (4°C) room’. These conditions would have allowed 
some local tem perature increases for repair to be initiated. To confirm or refute this 
possibility an additional experiment might be to perform the assay in ‘cold room’
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conditions and with repair inhibitors e.g. hydroxyurea, in conjunction with araC. Both 
these drugs acts a t replication checkpoints and should abolish the aberrant plateau, 
although their mechanisms of action are different. The drug araC competitively 
inhibits DNA polymerase a  at repair sites, while hydroxyui ea inhibits ribonucleotide 
reductase resulting in depletion of intracellulai" dCTP pools. When used in tandem 
hydroxyurea can enhance the action of araC (68, 69,70,71). Repair could only occur 
if the lysis conditions were not optimal as repair could not occur in lysed cells but 
could occur in cell suspensions or cell monolayers and if the repair hypothesis is 
correct then lysis conditions were not optimal. Thus repair can not occur in nucleoid 
monolayers but it can not be discounted from nuclear and cell monolayers as 
denudation of the protein from the chromatin occurs gradually a t lower NaCl 
concentrations so repair proteins could be active upto 0.75M NaCl. Therefore repair 
inhibitors might remove the skew at 0.5 Gy but it might not remove the skew a t IM  
NaCl which might be due to salt-resistant nuclear m atrix proteins or reversion The 
findings presented in Chapter 2 are supported by work (72) th a t repair a t 
hypothermic tem peratures (0°C) was biphasic and specifically repair in mammahan 
cells (73,59 and 74) was also biphasic. Double-strand break (dsb) repair in 
mammalian cells has two components th a t can be separated according to the 
number of DSB and rate  (speed) a t which the breaks are repaired. These 
components are:-
(a) fast, and;
(b) slow.
The efficacy of the fast component, as shown in Figure 8, may be the cause of the 
skew in the Fss cuiwes observed in F igs.9 ,10 and 14.a biphasic character. The 
The rapid component has a t^/^ value of 3-10 min and the slow component a t^/^ 
value of 40 min- 4h. The slow repair is dependent on gi'owth conditions and 
multiplicity of dsb (75), It is believed th a t during the fast component exchange 
aberrations are produced (76) and during the slow component, chromatid and 
chromosomal breaks (77). The trend for decreased unwinding (Fig 9-10 and Fig. 14) in 
hypertonic Ljungman (nucleoid) lysis buffer might reflect efficient fast ssb repair at
4 0 C.
{ii)Different Cell Populations (the ‘one country two systems’ hypothesis).
The skewed Fss values m ight be due to two (three) different cell populations 
(two systems) co-existing (one country) with three different susceptibilities to tR- 
induced damage:
(a) faster growing cells which are more sensitive to IR-induced damage and so may 
contains replication fork DNA;
(b) static population of cells which are either entering or exiting replication less 
sensitive to damage; and,
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(c) slow growing cells which are asynchronous and might represent G1/G2 interface 
cells and their DNA would be torsionally constrained hence these cells would produce 
least sensitive to IR damage.
If the unwinding assay reflected the changes in population (‘one country’) 
then it  would be possible to confirm this hypothesis and also to confirm tha t 
reversion had indeed occurred by a clonegic survival assay or a growth cuiwe which 
produces an ‘S’ or sigmoidal curve whereby the ‘tail’ of the curve would be elongated if 
there was a slower gi’owing population (revertant clones) of cells.
Repair is not excluded from the ‘one country two system s’ hypothesis as 
there is a possibility th a t fast ssb repair might be active causing the observed right- 
handed skew.
{iii) Supercoilingpolarity changes (the ‘AC/DC’hypothesis)
It could be argued th a t the skew of the Fss values could be the resultant of 
unwinding equilibria between relaxed DNA loops and torsionally stressed superhelical 
loops of replicating chromatin. This possibility arises from the hydrodynamic 
properties of DNA (Cook & Brazell 1975, (62)). These properties are summaidsed in 
the following expressions:
a =  ^+ x (4 )
Ax =  -  AP (5 )
Where (a) is the topological winding num ber which is a constant in the absence of 
strand scission, and it is composed of two determinants;(P), the duplex winding 
number and (x), the superhelix winding number. From equation (4) any positive 
change in  superhelical turns (x) results in a negative change in either strand of the 
duplex i.e. thus as the alkaline lysis causes unwinding then (x) increases from 
negative (-1) to zero then to positive while (P) decreases from (1) to (0) in the 
absence of y-irradiation.
Biophysically in uniiTadiated cell monolayers, exposed to müd alkaline lysis, 
their chromatin loops change from positive supercoiling to negative supercoiling 
through an intermediate relaxed form i.e. a biphasic response. At high dose y- 
irradiation the chi'omatin loops enter the relaxed state and loses all supercoiling but 
at low dosage the transition to a different polarity of supercoiling might occur in 
some monolayers. The presence of monovalent and divalent ions can speed up the 
transition but hypertonic (nucleoid) solutions may synergistically enhance the low 
irradiant to produce an uTeversibly relaxed form (Cook & Brazell 1975, Cook et al 
1976).
An estimate of strand breakage and relative DNA cross linkage was obtained 
from the Ljungman (1991) and Ahnstrom & Erixxon (1981) papers using the 
following equations:
S SB/1 Daltons= K log Fds (6)
Relative number of DNA cross-links (RelKLIN) = (-) log (Fss) (7)
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Where SSB/10® Daltons represents the single strand breakage in one DNA strand of 
10® Daltons in size, Fds and Fss are the fractions of double- and single-strands, K is 
the duplex unwinding constant,-1.8, and the negative logarithmic value of Fss 
converts the small value of Fss into a positive integer and the value represents the 
possible number of DNA loci for IR-damaged ssb to interact or be acted upon by 
repair enzymes.
The constant value K  is derived from the exponent of a good solvent in the 
Zimm model for coiled polymers (60) and is related to relaxation time denoted as x, 
and thus represents the duplex unwinding constant. In term s of this study relaxation 
of the supercoiled DNA, the K value, -1.8, represented the sti^and brealcage a t 0°C in 
the presence of 0.03M NaOH /0.15M NaCl and it is calculated as the quotient of -12, 
the value used by Ljungman (1991), and a value (6.7) representing the factor 
between IM  NaCl and 0.15M NaCl. Therefore as K= -1.8 and is related to (x), the 
superheHx unwinding number (62), then the unwinding assay manipulates (x) by 
making it equal to zero.
The hypothesis th a t fits best the experimental data is the one of ongoing fast 
ssb repair, although cell populations differences might explain some of the 
complexities of the right-handed skew, although not the suppression of the nucleoid 
(1 and 2M NaCl in extraction buffer) curve in both wt and m utant (Figures 9 & 10). 
An accumulation of relaxed form chromatin as suggested by mechanism (iii) might 
cause a reduction in the nucleoid signal. Two mechanisms indicate th a t repair is 
occurring a t 0 (4)°C but the third explanation could explain the disparity of the 
hypertonic solutions in term s of DNA hydrodynamics.
Although there is noise in the system, i.e. the staistical errors, the noise is 
nonrandom and consistently (n=6) follows the signal. Therefore the biphasic 
pattern must be inherent in the system  and the effect of noise seems 
negligible. Although any interpolations or extrapolations needs to be checked to 
avoid over interpretation and use of a complementary method would be help to 
prevent m isinterpretation of the unwinding data e.g. cytofluorimetry (FCM) with 
propidium iodide as this method provides a complimentary measurement of 
supercoiling changes.
That maximium Fss values were incurred with 0.75M NaCl in the lysis 
medium indicates tha t protective proteins were removed most effectively a t this 
concentration.
Reversion of the m utant to the wild type was suspected from an micronucleus 
experiment to demonstrate the micronucleus assay using the m utant and wt cells as 
examples of negative and positive control cells. These experiments had indicated 
th a t the frequency of micronuclei per 100 binucleate cells was lower than  expected 
and Figui'e 16 (old xrs-5) graphs display a re-count of the microscope slides from tha t 
experiment. Previous indicators of reversion (G2 assay) had not indicated that 
reversion had occured and as such the unwinding experiments described in Chapter 3
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had used these cells. Partial reversion as cited in Chapter 3, does not effect the 
observation th a t the m utant was more susceptible to IR-induced DNA damage than  
wt or explain the skew of the Fss values adequately, partial reversion does provide 
another explanation for the low Fss values of nucleoid monolayers (0.75M NaCl in 
extraction buffer) as shown in Fig. 13 and of the 0.75 and 0.5M NaCl (in extraction 
buffer) Fss values at 0.5 and 0.75Gy as shown in Figure 10. The skew of the Fss 
values and paiticularlythe low Fss values under nucleoid conditions (1 and 2M NaCl 
in extraction buffer) is consistent with an ongoing repair hypothesis. Therefore the 
effects of partial reversion on the intei^pretation of the unwinding data is negligible. If 
there had been time then undoubtedly the unwinding experiments would have been 
repeated with the fresh stock of m utants (xrs5-89 and xrs6-87.2) which would have 
shown more pronounced differences between wt and m utant nevertheless there was 
a strong evidence to show th a t the mutant was more sensitive to IR-induced 
DNA damage after partial protein removal by monovalent ions (NaCl) than  
the wild type.
That ongoing repair occui'red in  presumptive nucleoids and/or lysed cells 
implies that: (a) lysis conditions were not optimal, and (b) presence of NaCl-resistant 
(repair?) proteins in the chi omatin structui e.
(2) Protein Studies.
The radiobiology study had indicated a  chromatin conformational difference 
between m utant (xrs-5) and wt which was deduced to arise from modification of the 
chromosomal proteins, and so experiments were performed to compare proteins 
which m aybe involved in the increased susceptibility of m utants in the xrs family to 
IR-induced DNA damage compared to wt. A previous study on xrs-5 (63) had already 
shown a protein difference between the m utant and wt CHO KI bu t not whether 
there were protein differences in  other members of the xrs family so xrs-6 was 
chosen for the purpose comparative analyses. Xrs-6 had been as well characterised 
as xrs-5 and as a reference point the Ku80 protein was absent from these m utants. 
Although xrs-6 had been examined in  radiobiology studies the unwinding results were 
inconclusive and as the objectives of the project had altered reducing the available 
time thus an initial comparative protein analysis between xrs-6 and w t CHO KI was 
performed. Synchronous cells were chosen as a cell cycle comparator as any change 
in distribution of chromosomal stru tu ra l proteins would expected to occur at defined 
stages of chrom atin assembly or disassem bly which occur mostly a t intercyclic 
points such as G l/S or G2/M. The xrs family has been shown to have an enhanced 
mitotic delay after irradiation (87) and thus M stage was chosen as the cell cycle 
stage for comparison. Any protein difference could then be used as a probe to 
investigate expressional differences in asynchronous cells in wt and m utant. The 
results in Chapter 3 showed that; (i) there was a difference in the distribution of high
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molecular weight histone-related chromosomal proteins in the  m utan t, xrs-6 as 
compared to the wild type parental cell line, CHO KI was detected, (Fig.21); (ii) by 
W estern  analysis, the  pro tein  ex trac ts  from the  m u ta n t had  decreased  
immunoreactivity w ith a monoclonal antibody to histones specifically, a 31 kDa 
(Fig.21, arrowed), compared to the wild type CHO KI; (iii) the histone positive bands 
in Figure 21 may represent members of the cyclin dependent kinases in particular 
the arrowed band might be p34CDC2 qj. protein A .  The other high molecular weight 
proteins around 65-70 kDa m ight include Ku protein and the D N A - P K c s  complex 
which would be expected to be missing in  xrs-6; (iv) there was no apparent relative 
quantitative difference between histone H4 protein (15 kDa) in  all the cell lines 
tested (Fig.22B); and, (v) the two protein bands (Fig.23 (2) and (3)) were extracted, 
but the sequencing was unsuccessful due to contamination of the samples dmdngthe 
preparative stages of the sequencing.
The consensus viewpoint is th a t chromatin condensation propagates 
unrepaired double-strand break lesions through mitosis into G2 leading to chromatid 
or chromosomal breaks or gaps. Condensation is a histone-driven process and 
stability of the chi’omatin structure is reliant upon histone H I. Differences in H I 
composition or activity could lead to structural instability in the m utant and thus 
make the nuclear m atrix radiosensitive.
To investigate this supposition chromosomal proteins were isolated and 
probed by W estern analysis with antibodies to histones, and, a method for histone 
isolation was attempted. The antibodies had found a multiplicity of high moleculai' 
weight histone-like proteins but one (31 kDa) band was strongly stained in CHO KI 
which was less intensely stained in xrs-6. The size of these bands (31-60 kDa) 
exclude them being isoforms of the five histone classes, histones H I, H2A, H2B, H3 
and H4 although fi*om the antibody probing it appears to have a histone related 
sequence. This is preliminary evidence for the involvement of a histone related 
protein in  the increased sensitivity of m utant to IR -induced damage compared to wt. 
Jolmston & Bryant (in press (63)) found an array  of polypeptides and two 
polypetides (31.8 & 32.8 kDa), by two dimensional analysis of protein extracts from 
CHO KI and xrs-5, appeared to be absent in xrs-5. They showed th a t in South 
W estern blots th a t the array of xrs-5 polypeptides differentiaUy bound radiolabelled 
double-stranded DNA as compared to CHO KI.
In term s of the present study the protein th a t is reduced in intensity (Fig.21), 
in the m utant xrs-6, is similar in size to MPF however there is no strong evidence for 
this polypeptide being MPF. Although this polypeptide has been implicated in the 
promotion of mitosis and in checkpoint control after low dose y-irradiation (1 Gy 
(51)), and, other workers had reported th a t the xrs family have enhanced mitotic 
delayed after UV irradiation (78). Thus in the xrs family any diminution of control 
factors could allow for proliferation. MPF is a seryl and threononyl protein kinase and 
consists of two subunits:- a cyclin dependent kinase (Cdk), Cdc2, and a mitotic cyclin 
(cyclin B). MPF-kinase activity is high in mitosis and low in interphase. MPF-kinase
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activity drives chi'omosome condensation, nuclear envelope breakdown and 
cytoskeletal rearrangem ent to form the mitotic spindle by phosphorylation of 
microtubule-associated proteins at the centrosome during m etaphase-anaphase 
transition. Additionally MPF phosphorylation of seryl residues of the nuclear lamin 
molecule catalyses the disassembly of the nuclear matrix leading to breakdown of 
the nucleus. MPF phosphorylation of seryl and threononyl residues of histone H I 
might lead to chromosome condensation. One burst of MPF has been shown to 
produce one round of replication followed by an arrest i.e.re-replication block. 
MPF-kinase activity is regulator of cell size in fission yeast and cell size was shown 
to be roughly proportional to ploid (the number of copies of the genome in a cell) thus 
the small size denoted by Nussenzweig et al (1996) with Ku80 homozygous recessive 
mice might be due to differences in  ploidy. MPF-kinase activity is high in mitosis and 
low in interphase. MPF and Cdk is activated by cyclins but activation requires botli 
cyclin binding and Cdk regulation. In yeast Cdc2 is regulated by weel,cdc25, and, 
cdcl3. Cdcl3 protein is homologous to mitotic cyclin (cyclin B). When cyclin B binds 
Cdc2 is downregulated by tyrosyl phosphorylation a t sites adjacent to the catalytic 
site by the W eel protein kinase and upregulated by the synergistic threononyl 
phosphorylation by M 015 (Cdk7) protein kinase and tyrosyl phosphate degradation 
catalysed by Cdc25. Mammalian equivalents of these kinases have been identified 
(9). MPF has been shown to associate with G1 cyclins to drive cells past the G1 
checkpoint (START) by forming a start kinase complex and this complex has been 
shown in  yeast to activate DNA polymerase (6), DNAligase and DNA 
topoisomerase. S tart kinase has also been associated with the activation of 
nucleotide synthesis enzymes, chromosome structural proteins (histones) and 
replication origin initiation factors. In  mammalian cells Cdc2 is designated as 
P34C D C 2 and has been shown by peptide alignment to have a conseiwed seven amino 
acid residue sequence, PSTAIRE. Possibly two or three of these residues might be 
cross-reacting with the anti-histone monoclonal antibody e.g. RE.
The numerous high molecular weight histone-like bands in Figui’e 21 around 
35-90 kDa indicate th a t the antibody was non-specific recognising histone variants 
as well as the five major histone types. The consensus peptide sequence by 
Boehringer Mannheim m ust represent a common amino acid residue in  most 
chromosomal proteins isolated from the two ham ster ceU lines. This peptide might 
represent an evolutionary conserved sequence. The sequence has not been published 
and as such Boehringer Mannheim were reluctant to release the sequence for 
comparative analysis so supposition would indicate tha t the conserved sequence 
could be iïMG-related. Boehringer Mannheim were reluctant to release the sequence 
as either it has not been characterised or patented.
Inability in obtaining all histones by the method of Bonner et al (1980) from 
both cell fines indicates tha t conditions were not optimal for the isolation of histonal 
proteins however it was suspected th a t there was no difference between the histones 
of xrs family and CHO KI. Confirmation of this viewpoint would necessitate
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refinement of the Bonner et al (1980) method. The lack of success in the isolation of 
histonal proteins by the acid urea Triton XlOO method (48) might have been due to 
the excessive storage and thawing of nuclear extracts which resulted from numerous 
abortive attem pts a t gel preparation. Thus the resultant gel, shown in Figure 22(B), 
was a composite diagr ammatic representation ra ther than an actual photograph. 
However, the bands do reflect the distribution of bands observed in the Coomassie- 
stained acid urea detergent gel. Therefore the AUT gel did resolve bands which were 
in the correct size range for histones and the composite image was a true reflection 
of the AUT gel and an interpretation of the image was valid.
Histones have been shown to have a rôle in radioprotection (Ljungman et al 
1992) but not a DNA repair rôle. Non-histonal proteins (NHP) have both a 
radioprotectant and a radiorepair rôle especially the rad family (e.g. rad-51, rod-52 
& rad-53). Recently rad-51 has been associated with the ‘caretaker’ (52) genes, 
B R C A l and BRCA2  (79). Non-histonal proteins have been involved in chi’omatin 
remodelling (CAFI) and thus by implication repair (50) but not for proofreading the 
topology of the nascent chromatin. Other NHP proteins, part of the transcription 
apparatus e.g.TFIII, perform this rôle and recruit topoisomerases II into the repair 
complex to correct any unsustainable topologically aberrances. Non-histonal 
proteins, such as Ku, m ay have a DNA damage sensing rôle in collaboration with 
damage mediators or repair enzymes in response to irradiation e.g. e-abl (80,81). 
Therefore c-Abl has been shown to downregulate DNA-PK activity by binding to the 
Ku component to facilitate cell killing by IR. Recently Ku has been shown in 
Saccharomyces cerevisae to be involved in transcriptional silencing at telomeric ends 
by interacting with carboxy-terminal tail of Sir4 and through Sir4 to Sir3 and Sir2 
(82,83) leading to the formation of heterochromatin via chromatin condensation. 
Therefore Ku could recruit other mediators of chromatin condensation e.g. 
topoisomerase II and p34CDC2 to sites of IR-induced DNA damage to protect the site 
for repair or by interacting with c-Abl signalling apotosis.
(3) Pleiotropv. Ku and the DNA-PK^ Knockout mice: a case for survival bv 
chromosomal plasticitv. snecifcallv does the elastic nature of the chromatin reflect a 
survival strategv adopted bv proliferative cells? c.f. tumorigenic cells)
Johnson and Bryant (submitted (63)) have postulated th a t the protein 
anomalies of the xrs chromosome structure represent pleiotropic effects resulting 
fi'om defects in the dsb rejoining in the xrs family. This might be interpreted as there 
was a propensity for the ionising radiation damage in these m utants due to their 
chromatin structure being more plastic compared to wt. Chromosome structural 
plasticity has been observed in both wt and m utant cells under the microcope and 
these have been correlated with interstitial heterochromatic sites or ‘hot sites’ where 
the chromatin has been observed to undergo exchange type interactions or act as 
putative breakage points (84).
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Microscopy obseiwations of stained Chinese ham ster ovary G2 chromatids 
have shown th a t they preferentially form clusters and seem to undergo exchange 
type interactions with or without irradiation (85). Different lesions and initiation 
points might reflect the plasticity of the chromatin stmctm 'e allowing exchange 
interaction facilitating possible conversion of double-strand breaks to chromatid 
breaks or translocations. These observation could indicate tha t these exchanges 
may be a survival mechanism and as such did the xrs’ apparent difference in DNA 
binding by chromatin structural proteins as compared to CHO KI shown by this 
radiobiology study (Chapter 2) represent the plasticity of the structure? 
Consequently the relative quantity difference between 31 kDa proteins might be a 
pleioti'opic compensation for the Ku80 deficiency.
A number of whole animal studies (murine) have been done to investigate the 
in vivo effects of xrs-6 cell types i.e. Ku80 defective cells which have shown 
developmental and cell changes th a t may imply suiwival mechanisms in operation 
(30,86).
Jeggo (1997) reviewed the current knowledge of dsb and V(D)J rejoining by the 
Ku components and the protein kinase complex D N A - P K c s .  In this review the author 
examined the available evidence provided by studies on homologous recombination 
and ES- generated knockout mice (71). The author suggests th a t the immune 
system the same components for V(D)J recombination as for damage-induced site- 
specifc repair thus in these knockout mice both dsb repair and V(D)J rejoining, 
coupled to radiosensitivity, were defective. However as there was no change in cell 
cycle checkpoints and the mice were viable then Ku80 did not have an essential 
functional rôle. The growth retardation in these mice suggested th a t Ku80 might 
have a rôle in development possibly in the repair of endogenous damage. In order for 
developmental and/or repair to act sufficiently to ensure cell survival a certain 
threshold of chromatin structural plasticity m ust be accommodated.
In summary chromatin structural plasticity might be a pleiotropic 
compensation for Ku80 deficiency, but in  terms of a cell survival mechanism it 
might allow for proliferation. Chromatin structural plasticity might be a mechanism 
by which tumorigenic cells survive the effects of radiotherapeutic agents.
Recently a paper by Badie et al (1997) (88) threw doubt upon the rôle of Ku80 in 
predisposition to radiosensitivity as they found that the their rodent cell lines 180BR and 180BRM  
derived from an acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) patient with hypersensitivity to IR had 
normal DNA-PK activity but defective DSB repair and sensitivity to IR. Therefore KuBO 
(XRCC4) expression was normal in 180BR but the cell lines retained their IR-hypersensitivity. 
Thus it is possible for the IR sensitivity in these cell lines to be due to chromatin structural 
abnormalities (plasticity ?).
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Conclusions
The aim of this study was to examine the chromatin structure proteins of 
CHO KI and xrs rôle in relation to ionising radiation-induced chromosomal 
aberrations by (a) radiobiological and (b) protein chemistry methods.
The radiobiology discussion section (1) has lead to following conclusions:
(A) The biphasic nature of both cell lines could be attributed to three factors; (a) 
ongoing ‘slow single stranded break recombinogenic repair, (b) thi'ee different cell 
populations with different unwinding characteristics, and, (c) supercoiling polarity 
changes;
(B) The change from quadratic Idnetics to quintic sine Idnetics in  the m utant (xrs-5) 
illustrates th a t the cell line was more susceptible to salt-induced conformational 
change (Fig. 14) and the increased xrs-5 Fss indicates th a t the m utant was 
radiosensitive at 0.75 Gy.
(C) DNA unwinding may occur a t Pvu I I  sites indicating the presence o f‘hot spots’ or 
fragile sites upon which IR-induced hydroxyl radicals can act.
The protein discussion section (2) has lead to two main conclusions:
(C) The uncharacterised 31 kDa histone-related chromosomal protein could be 
tentatively identified as p34CDC2 component of the mitosis(maturation)-promoting 
factor.
(D) The histones are detectable a t equivalent levels, which are 15 kDa in size.
Future Work
As time was limited it was not possible to repeat the unwinding experiments shown 
in Figures 9,10 and 14 with a fresh stock of m utant but if time had been available 
then these experiments would have been performed. The major outcome of the 
unwinding study has been the observation of possible ongoing repair a t 4oCdming 
and post IR, producing the curves shown in Figures 9,10 and 14. This hypothesis 
might be tested unequivocally using repair inhibitors e.g.hydi’oxyurea and/or araC in 
the unwinding experiments during and post IR with careful monitoring of the 
ambient temperature. Prior to the unwinding assay putative m utants would be 
checked to ensure reversion had not occurred. This would confirm tha t the graphs 
obtained in Figs 9,10 and 14 were due to repair then the skew would be eliminated 
and the Fss values would become higher and the curves would be approximately
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linear with dose of IR and be similar to Pig.7. A chase step with unlabelled medium 
for Ih  would remove any possible bias towai'd replication fork DNA, Additionally an 
increase in sample size would be beneficial by a factor of 2 i.e. 96 wells instead of 48 
wells for the single param eter (salt content or radiation dose) experiments.
There was evidence to show th a t MPF activity in xrs-5 was three times higher 
compared to CHO KI. Implying th a t there was prime facie evidence for a structural 
modification of the catalytic subunit p34CDC2 Unequivocal evidence for the 
involvement of MPF as the 31 IdDa polypeptide would require a bulk protein isolation 
step involving 5-6ml of mitotic cell suspension and gel purification to produce pure 31 
kDa fraction or the use of a fraction purification column using an affinity column 
containing the anti-histone monoclonal antibody bound to sepharose beads and 
eluates being tested for MPF activity by MPF kinase and size by 12% SDS-PAGE. 
The pure protein may then be sequenced directly and characterised initially by 
sequence compaiisons with the SWISSPROT database or by Enhanced 
Chemiluminiscent assay (Amersham) with PSTAIRE, KKIARE,PITALRE and 
PCTAIRE panel of anti-cdk monoclonal antibodies. Thus if the hypothetical 
polypeptide was MPF then it would have MPF kinase activity and would either have 
p34C D C 2 related sequence or show immunoreactivity to anti-cdk monoclonal 
antibodies.
To test whether the quantity of histones was invariant then the intial 
isolation from nuclei would require a range of hydrochloric acids fi^om 0.2 to 0.5M. 
which would ensure optimal histone extinction. The extracted histones would need to 
be loaded immediately onto a prepared AUT gel and resolved overnight a t a low 
constant current 2mA to avoid dénaturation and ‘acid’ Coomassie stained. Standard 
histones (lOÿwg/ml stock) would need to be resolved as a 1 in 10 dilution with the 
samples as a size m arker.
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